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30 A. W. HoWITr.-The Dieri and other kindred 

tables, wlhich were taken from the recister of an ordinary pneu- 
matic trough spirometer. 

The hand is brought back to zero for another operation by 
pressing a button, which is connected with simple mechanism 
adapted to this end. 

Mr. TALLACK, the maker of the instrument, also explained its 
construction. 

The CHAIRMAN read a paper by Mr. Skertchley " On Borneo 
Traps," which will be printed, with illustrations, in the next 
ntumber of the " Journal of the Anthropological Institute." He 
then gave a verbal abstract of the following comiymunication: 

Tlhe DIERI and other kindred Tribes of CENTRAL AUSTRALIA. 

By A. W. HOWITT, F.G.S., 

Corr. Memnb. Anth. Inst. of Great Britain. 

[WITH PLATE I.] 

? 1. Introduction. 

INT the course of my enquiries during more than the last decade 
into the tribal and social orgaiiization and the beliefs-and customs 
of the Australian savages, I soon found that some of the most 
important facts were to be met with in the tribes of Central 
Australia. With some of these I had had more or less personal 
acquainitance before their country was occupied by the white 
settlers. One of these tribes was the Di6ri,1 and it happenled 
that there were special opportuinities for obtaining authentic 
information concerning it. Mr. S. Gason, whose pamphlet on 
" the Dieyerie Tribe " is well known, would, I felt certain, be able 
to give most important details. The Lutheran Missionaries had 
been for some time settled in the heart of the Dieri country, and 
there were settlers here and there in that part of Central 
Australia on whose information I felt that I might count. In 
compiliDa the facts I thus gathered I found my own knowledge 
of the Dieri and kindred tribes of the greatest value, as it enabled 
me not only to check the statements of rny correspondents, but 

I I find it impossible to write this word so as to give its peculiar pronuncia- 
tion by the aborigines. The " e " has a long drawn sound, which is imitated by 
the letter " y " in the word as spelled by Mr. Gason. 
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SKETCH-MAP OF PART OF CENTRAL AUJSTRAI,IA, 

shewing approximnately the Geographiezl Distribution of 

THE DIERI AND KINDRED TRIBES 

described in Mr. A. W. HOWITT'S Paper. 
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Tribes of Centrcal Australia. 31 

also to indicate lines of inquiry which had not presented them- 
selves to them. 

Some of the information which Mr. Gason has kindly favoured 
me with was evidently taken from his pamphlet on the "Dieyerie 
Tribe." These statements of his have this special value, that they 
h-ave been fully confirmed during the years which have elapsed 
silice he first published them. Therefore I have let them stand 
as they form a connected part of nmy own, but I have bracketed 
them for the inforination of the reader. 

My best thanks are due in the first place to Mr. S. Gason 
for the unwearied attention which he gave to my numerous 
enquiries. Then to the Revs. H. Vogelsang, C. A. Meyer, and 
J. Flierl, of the Luitheran Mission to the Dieri; to Mr. W. J. 
O'Donnell, formerly of Mouint Howitt Station, and to Mr. 
REobert Hogarth, formerly of Strangways Springs, who have 
rendered me every assistance in procuring the necessary inform- 
ation as to the tribes referred to. 

? 2. The Geographical Range of the Tribes. 

The tribes hereiin considered occupy a tract of country in 
Central Australia which is not less than 300 mniles north and 
south by 300 miles east and west-that is to say, the whole of 
that country is occupied by tribes which either recognize a 
relationship to each other in stock, which is exhibited in their 
language and in custom, or where that relationship is not 
acknowledged or has not been ascertained by my ilnformants, it 
may yet be inferred from the communiity of custom. 

One tribe only, namely, the Kunandaburi tribe of the Barcoo 
River, within the Queensland boundary, is separated by some 
hundred miles from the most easterly one of the group of tribes 
spoken of.' Yet the customs of this tribe show clearly the same 
striking features which exhibit themselves in the others, and it 
becomes evident that the rangoe of custom must be extended so 
as to include the Kunandaburi. How far to the westward, 
southward aild northward the peculiar social customs extend of 
which those of the Dieri may serve as the type I cannot say, and 
it must be left for future investigation, perhaps even for future 
investigators, to determline. For the present it must suffice to 
say that the social organization which is described in this memoir 

1 I am under great obligations to the Sturveyor-General of Queensland for 
most courteously favouring me with a map showing the position of the Mount 
Howitt Station, which is situated in the Kunarndaburi country, and also for the 
information that its position is at lat. 26? 32' 30" S, and long. 1420 14' 0" E. 
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32 A. W. HOWITT.-The Dieri and otWer kindred 

extends at least over an area of 500 miles diameter in Central 
Australia and embraces at least a dozen tribes.' 

The accompanying map (Plate I) shows by boundaries which 
are only approximate the range of the several tribes. Of 
these the Dieri is the largest and the most important, occupying 
country in the delta of the Barcoo River on the east side of Lake 
Eyre. The range of the Dieri tribe as given upon the nmap is, 
according to the data furnished by Mr. Gason, who has also 
marked out the approximate bouindaries of the other tribes with 
the exception of those of the Yandairunga, for wlhich I ari 
indebted to Mr. Hogarth. 

These do not pretend to extreme accuracy, but they will serve 
the purpose *intended, namiely, to aid the reader by giving a 
" local habitation and a name" to descriptions of a geographical 
character which would otherwise be little better than mere words. 
It is possible, nay inore than probable, that the boundaries do not 
give the full extent of the territory claimed by some of these 
tribes. As an instance I take the Yantruwunta. I found a 
small outlying horde of this tribe on the western side of the 
Grey Range, and learned from them that their country extended 
down southwards as far as Flood's Creek.2 

Mr. Gason has pointed out to me that the languages of all the 
tribes surrounding the D)ieri have similarities to that tongue, an(l 
that the narnes of waters and of promninent land marks are Dieri 
in part of the word at least. I remember noticing that the 

1 Mr. S. Gfason gives me the following particulars as to t,he names of these 
tribes. I have not been able to test their accuracy: 

Awmani, from the word Awmana = to sit down, to reside. 
Yerawaka, from the word Yera = this side, the nearest side, i.e., of the 

river. 
Yantruwunta, from the words Yantrauta = about this time, and wuntha 

= travelling; thus meaning "about this time they were travelling." 
Wongk1irapiuna, from Wongka = to sing, ura = to hear, and puna or 

pina = great; meaning, "the great song was heard." 
Urapquna, from Ura = to hear, and puna or pina = great; meaning, 

" heard distinctly." 
Ongkon.qftri, from the words Wongka = to sing, and -uriu = always. 

Meaning, " perpetually singing." The word " uru " by itself means 
"leg," but when used as the termination of a word, it has the above 
meaning. 

Mflrdila, from Murda -- a stone, and la = of, or belonging to. This 
refers to the stony character of their country. 

2 This branch of the Yantruwunta would there, and indeed along the nortl 
aud souith extent of the Grey Range, come in contact with tribes which belonged 
to a totally different " nation," to use the collective expression which I have 
adopted elsewhere. The class names, Materi and Kararu, would meet with and 
be the equivalents of the class names, Kilpara and Mukwara. The languages 
also differ so much as to be a source of ridicule with the Yantruwunta, whom I 
have heard say, speaking of the tribes on the east side of the Grey Range, " They 
are foolish o -ople, they call a snake-fire." The word " turo " in Yantruwunta 
means " fire "; in the language of their neighbours it means " carpet snake." 
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Tribes of Central Australia. 33 

natives about Mount Serle in South Australia and I could to some 
extent understood each other by meanis of the Yantruwunta lan- 
guage which I used. The range of the two class namies Kararu 
and Materi also points to a very wide extent of country covered 
by kindred tribes. 

The tribes as shown on the map are as follows: 
1. ihe Dieri, which occupies a tract of country on the eastern 

and south-eastern sides of Lake Eyre. These people boast 
cf their superiority over their neighbours, frequently speaking 
of them as their children and of themselves as the fathers of all 
tribes. The surrouinding tribes also acknowledge the superiority 
of the Dieri, and I caii confirm this statement of Mr. Gason 
by my own observation, that two tribes with which I had con- 
siderable communication during my explorations, namely, the 
Yantruwunta and the Yerawanka, always spoke of the Dieri 
with respectful dread. Mr. Gason says that during his journeys 
into the country of the surrounding tribes he was frequently 
asked what the Dieri were doing, and whether they were forming 
any Pinya,' while the Dieri did not exhibit this curiosity on his 
return to them; only enquiring from him as to the state of the 
countrv, the rainfall, and such matters. 

2. The Awrcmani lived on the north-east side of Lake Eyre. 
3. Thte Yerawaka lived on Cooper's Creek anid to the north of 

the Dieri. 
4. The Yantruwunta (Yandrawontlia as written by Mr. Gason) 

lived on Cooper's Creek and from some distance to the east of 
the Queensland boundary dowvn to the Dieri boundary. It was 
this tribe with which John King, the survivor of the Burke and 
Wills Expedition, was found by the party under my command, 
and with one of its hordes, namely, that at Ka'liuimarii, with 
which I had constant friendly relations for some nine months 
that I maintained my depot there. 

5. The Wonkiirapiina lived between the Diamantina IRiver 
and Cooper's Creek, and to the north of the Yerawaka. 

6. The Urap?2na lived to the northward of the Awmani and 
next to them to the west were- 

7. The Ong Kong9r2m, who occupied the country to the north- 
west of Lake Eyre on the Neale and Frew Rivers. 

8. The AltrdAla occupied the country to the south of the 
IDieri, being spoken of by the settlers as the hill tribe, from 
inhabiting the hig,h mountains which end near to Blanche- 
water. 

9. Tlhe K2ayani lived south of the Murdula. 
10. The Yandairunga, occupied the country extending from 

the western shores of Lake Eyre for about 140 miles, and in a 
' See ? 7. 

VOL. XX. D 
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34 A. W, HOWITT.-The IDieri and other kindred 

north and south direction for the same distance south of the 
Peak. 

11. The Ku,nandebifri tribe occupied about one hundred 
square miles of country at Mount Howitt on the eastern side of 
Cooper's Creek, being some hundred miles eastward of the 
Yantruwunta tribe. 

Mr. O'Donnell derives this name from Kilnan =" excrement"; 
but it seems to me that it is far more probable that the name 
may be Kornandaburi, from Korna=a man, and buri=of or 
belonging to. This would then be strictly analogous to other 
tribal names, as, for instance, Narinyeri, from Korna= a man, and 
inyeri = of or belonging to; or even to the tribal name of the 
Gippsland blacks, namely, Kurnai = men. 

I have observed that in the tribes of which the Dieri is the 
centre the general name, for man, i.e., black man, was Kurna 
or Korna, and I have elsewhere suggested that it might be used 
to designate all this group of tribes as the Kurna nation. 

? 3. Organization of the Tribes. 

In a former communication to the Institute' attention was 
drawn to the existence of two co-existing organizations in Austra- 
lian tribes. The reader may be referred to those memoirs, but it 
will be well now to briefly state the main points in order to keep 
these important features of an Australian community in view 
either as a tribe distributed over a certain geographical area, or 
as a community organized in accordance with certain definite 
social laws. In the former aspect it will be found to occupy as a 
whole a certain definite tract of country to the exclusion of other 
tribes.2 As aa entity it is divided into a number of lesser groups, 
each of which has a name and occupies a definite part of the 
tribal country. These are again divided and subdivided until 
we reach the smallest group consisting of a few families, or even 
only a single family, which claims also a definite part of the 
tribal country as its inherited food ground. These groups 
have a local perpetuation through the sons, who inherit the 
hunting grounds of Ltheir fathers. This is the local organizationl 
of the tribe. The tribe in its social aspect as a community may 
be taken as the entity of people who recognize a common 
bon(d of descent. The community is divided into two or some 
multiple of two intermarrying exogamous groups to which the 

1 " From Mother-right to Father-right," " Journ. Anthrop. Inst.," August, 
1882, vol. xii, p. 30. "On the Demne and the Horde," "Journ. Anthrop. 
Inst.," November, 1884, vol. xiv, p. 142. 

2 It is a great offence for one native to cross into the country of another 
tribe without permission. 
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Tlribes of Central Australia. 35 

name, perhaps not the best that could have been taken, of class 
divisions has been applied. 

Each class division has a representative group of totems. 
These divisions of the community are not in the Australian 
tribes, excepting in very exceptional cases, aggregated into 
localities. They then become " local clans " with descent 
counted through the male line.' With such communities I 
have no concern in this paper. 

The two organizations are co-existent and conterminous so far 
as concerns their entities, but not so as regards the local divisions 
and the class-divisions respectively; for the two organizations 
interpenetrate each other. 

The term horde has been proposed for the subdivisions of 
the local organization, where descent is counted in the com- 
munity through the mother, while the well known term clan 
remains to be applied to the divisions of those tribes in which 
descent is counted through the father. This distinction is very 
necessary, since the word clam has been used so loosely in regard 
to Australian tribes and to their local and even their social 
subdivisions by some writers, as to have caused unnecessary 
confusion of thought. 

I take the Local Organization of the Dieri as an example 
which, mutatis mutandis, is applicable to all the tribes herein 
dealt with. 

It is distributed through the tribal country in five great lo-al 
divisions, as follows:- 

1. Pondo Pina-Lake Hope.2 
2. Kopperamana-South-west of Lake Hope. 
3. Kilpanina-West of Kopperamana. 
4. Kathithandra-The junction of the Barcoo River (Cooper's 

Creek) with Lake Eyre. 
5. Kuiramina-Blanchewater. 

The Yandairunga tribe is divided into two principal hordes 
1. Yandairunga; 2. Thidniungiura. It seems from Mr. Hogarth's 
statements that the name Yandairunga applies also to the 
whole tribal country, and that thus while one part of the tribe is 
Yandairunga, the other part is Thidnungura as well as being 
Yandairunga. 

The Social Organization of Australian tribes is now so well 
known and has been so fully illustrated in many works and 
memoirs, that it is unnecessary for me to make any general 
statements, and I may content myself with referring the reader 

1 e.g., Woiworung tribe of the Yana River, Victoria. 
2 Pondo = lake, pins = great. In the Yantruwunts language called Bando. 

pina. 
D 2 
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36 A. W. HOWITT. -The Dieri and other kindred 

for further information to various papers in which I have dealt 
with the subject.' 

All the communities referred to in this paper have a class 
organization framed onl that which I have elsewhere spoken of 
as the Barkinji type. That is to say, -it divides into two 
prinicipal classes, each of which is represented by a more or less 
numerous group of totems. 

The members of the class divisions of the Dieri are distributed 
over the whole tribal country in the various local groups. The 
divisions are perpetuated by the children inheriting the class 
name and the totem name of their mother. The descent there- 
fore is matriarclhal. 

I became aware of this many years back when I commenced 
systematically to work out the Dieri customs. My informants 
were the Lutheran missionaries at Lake Hope, and they were 
quite clear as to the descent of the "murdu" names. Their 
statements also fell into line with the facts I had collecte4 as 
to other tribes, and as it accorded with the status of marriage of 
the Dieri, I saw nio reason to doubt their accuracy until I 
observed a communication from Mr. J. G. Frazer in the " Journal 
of the Anthropological Institute2" on the "Dieyerie Tribe," 
containing certain statements by Mr. Gason, who therein says 
distinctly that " the sons take the fathers' class, the daughters 
the mothers' class," and he illustrates this by taking the totems, 
" dog " and " rat," as instances. This statement came to me as 
a coinplete surprise. The rough draft of this paper, conltaining 
a tabulated statement of the Dieri class system together with 
my statement that the totems were inherited from the miother, 
had been submitted to Mr. Gason for his perusal and remarks, 
and that gentlemaan had returned it to me without any com- 
ments on that part of my subject. From my knowledge of the 
status of the Dieri tribe and from analogy with other neicgh- 
bouring commuinities, I came to the conclusion that in this 
matter Mr. Gason's memory was at fault, or that this might be a 
matter as to which he had not mlade such accurate observation 
as seems to have been uasual with him. It was well to settle the 
matter without delay, and I again communicated with the 
missionaries in the Dieri country. Those who had beeni my 
former correspondents had now left, but from the Rev. J. Flierl 
I received the most ready and kind attention. He most 
obligingly continued his enquiries for me after his first reply, 

" From Mother-right to Father-right," A. W. Eowitt and Lorimer Fison, 
" Journ. Anthrop. Inst.," August, 1882, vol. xii, p. 30. "Notes on the 
Australian Class Systems," " Journ. Antllrop. Inst.," May, 1883, vol. xii, 
p. 496. " Further Notes on the Australian Class Systems," " Journ. Anthrop. 
Inst.," August, 1888, vol. xviii, p. 31. 

2 Vol. xvii, No. 2, p. 185. 
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Tlribes of Central A4stralia. 37 

which confirmed the broad statement that the children of both 
sexes inherit the totems of their mothers. In order to have 
some distinct instance as a test I requested him to enquire, 
regarding the deceased Headman, Jalina Piramurana, whom 
Mr. Gason has so frequently mentioned in his communications 
to me, and who was the Headman at the time when I knew 
the Dieri tribe personally. I believed this man to have been 
of the Manyura (Portulacca) totem, but I know no more. 

Mr. Flierl's replies amounted to the following, and they were 
based upon the statements of the Dieri elders:- 

1. The Dieri children, boys alid girls, take the murdus of 
their mothers. If a man of the Kintala (Dog) murdu has a 
wife of the Kokula (Rat) murdu, all their children, both boys and 
girls, will be of the Kokula murdu. 

2. Jalina Piramurana was of the Manyura murdu. His 
miother was of the Manyura murdu, and his father was of the 
Warugati (Emu) murdu. 

It is therefore abundantly evident that the Dieri totems have 
matriarchal descent, and that the tribe therefore makes no 
exception to the, general rule. 

Mr. Hogarth's statements show that descent in the Yan- 
dairuuga tribe followvs the same rule. 

I regret that I am now unable to give more than three of the 
systems of tribes spoken of herein, but since they are those of 
tribes which mark the western and the easter-n limits of these 
tribes and also of the Dieri, which is the typical community, it 
may be taken as a reasonable assumption that similar class 
systems extend over the whole of the area referred to in this 
memoir. It is probable that the northern boundary of this 
typical system is somewhere about Birdville. on the Diamantina 
Ptiver, where I have reason to believe a system framed on the 
ordinary Kamilaroi type is found. 

To the eastward the Kunandaburi tribe is not far distant 
from those which have class systems of the Kamilaroi type. To 
the south-west the two Dieri classes) Kararu and Materi, occur 
as far as Port Lincoln. We may conclude that the same type 
of social organization extends so far. I have no information as 
to the class systems of tribes in the desert country to the west of 
the Yandairunga. 

As I have said, these communities have two intermarrying 
exogamous class divisions, each having a numerous group of 
totems. I now give the systems of the Dieri, Yandairunga, aiid 
Kiunandaburi tribes:- 
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38 A. W. HoWITT.-The Dieri and other kindred 

DIEBRI. 

r Karaura .. .. Eagle-hawk. 
Warugati .. .. Emu. 
Malura .. .. .. Cormorant. 
Kopiri .. .. .. Iguana. 
Kintala.. .. .. Dog. 

Materi .. *. IPadi .. Caterpillar. Materl ..... .. <Tikanara . ..Native cat. 
Pfinta .. .. .. A mouse. 
Maiarui .. .. .. A rat. 
Pitcheri.. .. .. Duboisia Patersoni. 
Kirapara .. .. Bone fish. 

< Markara .. .. Mullet. 

Talara .. .. .. Rain. 
Kaualka .. .. Crow. 
Kararu .. .. .. Red ochre. 
Buiralko.. Native companion. 
Kanuinka .. .. Bish wallaby. 

Kararfl *. *~ Chiikara . K Kangaroo. Woma . . Carpet snake. 
Malka .. .. The Mulga tree. 
Karapana .. .. A mouse. 
Kokila.. .. .. A rat. 
Tidnamara .. .. Frog. 

L Kanaural .. .. Seed of Portulacca oleracea 
(Linn6). 

1 Many-ura, the Portulacca oleracea, is also a totem, but I do not know of 
which division; probably, however, of Kararu, for the father of Jalina was 
Warugati. 

Since writing this note, I have received a communication from the Rev. J. 
Flierl, in which he says, "the Manyura murdu belongs to the class Eararu." 
He adds, "the old man, Pitulina, who gave me the information as to the murdus 
of Ialina and those of his father and mother, is now dead; but I learn from 
another very old man, named Ngudupina, that his own murdu is Rinntyeri of 
the Materi class, and that the murdu of his mother was Kuntyeri, and of his 
father Karku, of the Kararu class." No doubt can, I think, now remain on 
these questions. 
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YAN:DAIRUNGA. 

r Kirara.. .. .. Eagle-hawk. 
Tantani.. .. .. Cormorant. 
Kopri .. .. .. Iguana. 

adni .. . A lizard. 
Materi M.. .. idla .. .. .. Dog. 

VWadnamura .. . An insect. 
Wtlrdigi .. .. The Mulga tree. 
Kirki ... .. .. Night hawk. 
Ktirdmtiri .. .. Bull-frog. 

r Upala .. .. .. Cloud. 
Wakalo.. .. .. Crow. 
Arkaba.. .. .. Red ochre. 
Thalka .. .. . A rat. 

KEararu ...... .. CKokola .. .. .. A wallaby. 
Waranati .. .. Emu. 
Ki&rarii .. . Musk duck. 
Wanbtira .. ..A snake. 

KUNANDABURI. 

r Kilbara. .. .. Emu. 
Kani .. .. Frilled lizard. 
Wirijufra .. .K Kangaroo rat. 

Matara -~ Mtirtithera .. . Opossum. 
- a tara . .... .. Kokola .. .. .. Bandicoot. 

Korinya.. A small wallaby. 
Korimora .. .. Brown snake. 
Kop-ill .. .. Speckled brown snake. 

( KEntara .. . Native companion. 
Taldra .. .. Kangaroo. 
Ti iragurui .. . Iguana. 

Ytingo ..Titi Do.. .. Dog. 
Wogarachi .. .-Crow. 
Koguinya .. .. Blue crane. 
Warangiini .. .. Carpet snake. 
Orikomatr .. .. Frog. 

In these systems there is one common class name, namely, 
Materi, or in its Kunandaburi form, Matara; and I should fully 
expect to find on enquiry that in accordance with that which 
obtains elsewhere, Kararu would be recognized as the equivalent 
of Yungo wherever two tribes are in contact of which one has 
the former and the latter name. The geographical range of 
Materi is at least seven hundred miles from the Kunandaburi 
country to Port Lincoln, and it is certainly accompanied by 
Kararu or its equivalent. 
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40 A. W. HOWITT.-T'he Dieri and other kindred 

The groups of totems are not completely given in these tables. 
My correspondents all agree upon this. The native informants 
are rarely fully acquainted with, or perhaps it would be better 
to say, that they do not recall all the totem names. Totems which 
had few members have now in some cases completely died out. 
through the almost complete extermination of tribes by reason 
of the settlement of the country.' An inspection of the lists 
given leads me also to suspect some inaccuracies. Totems. 
occur in one list under one class and in another list under tha 
opposite class, though in no case is this coincidence found irn 
the same tribe, and it is quite possible that this may be an 
error wlhich has crept in through the native informant being, 
confused by miany questions. I have found this to be the case 
especially after a long interview when giving, me the names of 
those totems with which they had least connection; that is 
to say, with which their own kindred had not married. 

The Dieri and the Yandairunga call the totems mrrdii, the 
Kunandaburi call them gaura. Accordirig to Mr. Gason the. 
two principal totems of the Dieri system are Warugati (Emu) 
and Talara (Rain), and he adds that it is always a matter 
of ambition with parents to marry their children into one 
of these "murdus." This of course means that the Kararu 
people would desire to marry into the Talara murdu, and the 
Materi people into the Warugati murdu. Such a pre-eminence 
of a totem above its fellows would, one would think, tend towards: 
hereditary chieftainship. 

The law of marriage in these classes is the usual one. Taking 
the Dieri as an example, a man of the Materi class marries a 
Kararu woman, and vice versa, always however subject to 
certain provisos and restrictions to which I shall refer in the 
section on " Marriage." 

In the Dieri case there is not, according, to the stateinents of 
my informants, any rule such as obtains in certain tribes; for 
instance, the Kuinnlurbiura near PRockhampton in Queensland, 
whereby certain totems marry only with certain other totems. 
A Materi man may marry a Kararu woman of any totem, always 
subject to the above-mentioned provisos and restrictions, and 

1 I know an instance when the blacks were not permitted by the white 
occupiers of their country to roam over it, but were compelled to live in certain 
places, and these were not the most favourable localities on the run. The result 
was semi-starvation, followed naturally by cattle killing, and this then led to the 
tribe being, in the euphemistic phrase of the frontier, " dispersed." When I 
finally returned to the settlements from Central Australia, the Dieri elders at 
Lake Hope earnestly besought me to tell the "white fellows," who they had 
heard were coming to settle in their country, to "set down with their cattle on 
one side of the lake, and to leave the other side to the ])ieri, so that they might 
live peaceably together." After the settlement of that district the usual conse- 
quences followed, including the besieging of the station by the Dieri. 
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vice versa as to a Kararu man. But while there is no such rule 
as to the intermarriage of certain totems only in the Dieri or 
Kunandaburi tribes, there is some evidence that it obtained 
with the Yandairunga. As to the other tribes mentioned in this 
memoir, I have no evidence. 

Mr. Hogarth has given me a list showing how the totems 
intermarry in the Yandairunga, which is as follows:- 

1. Kurara marries with Kuraru, Arkaba, and Waranati Wakalo. 
2. Tantani ,, Thalka, Arkaba. 
3. Eopri ,, Kokala. 
4. Eadni ,, Kokala. 
5. Mudla ,, Euraru. 
6. Wadnamura ,, Wanbura, Upala, Wakalo. 
7. Wurdigi ,, Warawati. 
8. Eurdmuri ,, Thalka. 
9. Upala ,, Wadnamura. 

10. rakalo ,, Wadnamura, Kurara. 
11. Arkuba ,, Tantani, Kurara. 
12. Thalka ,, Tantani, Kurumura. 
13. Kokola ,, Kadni, Kapri. 
14. Warawata ,, Kurara, Wurdigi. 
15. Kuraru ,, Mudla, Kurara. 
16. Wanbura ,, Wadnamura. 

An inspection of this table shows that it is imperfect, as 
indeed Mr. Hogarth himself says. According, to the ordinary, I 
may even say the universal, rule, that sisters are exchanged as 
wives, there should be reciprocity in the mllarriages. In the 
above list this is the case as to 2, 4, 6, 12, 13, 16, and therefore 
the belief is so far justified that it may be so in the other 
totems. This same principle of reciprocity would supply 
certain other cases which I have added in italics. There is also, 
some evidence that the totem marries only into a certain group 
of the opposite totems, for Mr. Hogarth says, " Kiirara claims as 
a birthright to marry with\ the murdus Kuraru, Arkaba, and 
Wakalo," but he then adds, "A man of the Kurara murdu 
cannot, however, claim all the women of these murdus as his 
'Piras.' The number is restricted, but in what manner is not 
known to me." In the section on "Marriage" it will be shown 
how in the Dieri tribe a man, though he is entitled by birthright 
to marry in any of the totems of the other class, cannot claim all 
the women in them as his Piraurus. 

There is a strong feeling of fellowship between all those of 
the same totem. On the arrival of a visitor at a camp he is 
entertained by his relatives, or in default of them by his 
" murdu." "Those of the same totem keep together, eat and live 
together, and lend each other their women. Even strangers 
from a distance of three or four hundred miles are thus 
lhospitably entertained. The first question is ' Minna murdu ?' 
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that is to say, ' What is your totem?' The surrounding and 
distant tribes have some totems different to those of the Dieri, 
but these can always find out which are the same" (Vogel- 
sang). 

With the Yandairunga it is the same. A strange visitor 
arriving at a camp is entertained by men of the same totem as 
himself. 

? 4. Belationships. 

That system of counting relationships which obtains among 
the Australian aborigines, has long been known to occur in 
other parts of the world among savage and barbarous races of 
mankind. Since it was first brought under notice by the 
laborious investigations of the late Dr. Morgan, the classificatory 
system of relationship, as he termed it, has been the subject of 
much controversy, and the opinions formed as to the origin and 
the real meaning of this system of relationships have been 
various. Even among those who as settlers in the Australian 
bush have been brought into daily contact with the black 
fellow during the course of a lifetime, one may say with 
safety that there are few if even any who have taken the 
trouble to thoroughly master the details of the system or who, if 
they have done so, have formed any true conception of the found- 
ation on which the relationships rest, or the root out of which 
they have sprunig. How much more difficult must it then be 
for those who, living in countries separated by thousands of 
miles from any lands wherein they could study savage life, 
are compelled, if they desire to study the subject, to have re- 
course to information at second-hand superficially collected by 
travellers or by investigators who carried to the task the in- 
grained beliefs as to relationships which form part almost of the 
mental texture of civilized man. 

In order to clearly see the true nature and bearing of the 
classificatory system of relationships, it is necessary for the 
investigator to be so intimately acquainted with those savages 
who use it that he can, so to say, think with their thoughts and 
reason with their minds. For notwithstanding all statenments 
to the contrary, it is certain that savages reason, and do so 
logically within the limits of their experience. But this would 
not suffice of itself, but he must also have a competent know- 
ledge of their customs and of the organization of their society 
before he could venture with safety to attempt the difficult task 
of explaining the true nature of the relationships, and of offering 
a reasonable hypothesis of their origin. This is the task which 
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I have set before myself, and I will leave it to anthropologists 
to assign a value to my results. 

Before commencing the task of considering critically the 
Dieri system of relationship, I must premise that no two tribes 
of which I have knowledge have precisely the same terms or 
have the terms arranged with the same relative bearing. 

These systems, when collected and compared with each other, 
form a series from the most simple system to that which is most 
differentiated in its relations, and therefore most complicated. 
They form a progressive series, but the progression is not on all 
fours with the advanced status of the tribe. That is to say, it 
does not prove on examination that the most advanced system 
of relationships is used by the most socially advanced tribe. 
The general result is so, but cases occur where a tribe will be 
found which has lost its class-system, which has only traces of 
the sexual license of the Dieri, and which has individual 
marriage completely established with descent through the male 
line, but which yet uses a system of relationship which is of the 
most simple and archaic type. It is not now my intention to 
discuss why this is, for to do so would carry me beyond my 
present purpose. 

The subjoined tabulated statements of the Dieri relationships 
have been most carefully examined and checked by me, and 
have been finally referred to the correspondents by whose 
assista,nce they were compiled. These gentlemen have with 
the most kindly patience submitted to a reiterated cross- 
examination which 1 fear must have severely tried them. So far 
as I can say I believe the lists may be accepted as accurate, and 
in these matters accuracy is of the first importance. It was I 
think, the late Charles Darwin who said that the effects of false 
inferences are of but little moment, for every one feels a plea- 
sure in setting them straight, but that false facts are most 
dangerous because there may be but few who can point out 
their untruth. 

I have given the results obtained from four correspondents. It 
will t e seen that they agree almost comnpletely, and that in some 
cases of difference the terms are synonymous. 

In this section I propose to show how these terms fall 
naturally into certain related groups, and also how one set of 
terms can be forecast by an inspection of the others. I shall 
not now offer any hypothesis to account for this, leaving it to 
be considered in the final section, as also such conclusions as 
may appear to justly aiise as to the origin and development of 
the remarkable system of relationship which the Dieri have in 
common with all Australian tribes. 

In considering these groups I have found it a great aid to 
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44 A. W. HOWITT.-The Dieri and other kindred 

represent a group of people who are in the necessary relations 
to each other by the subjoined diagram- 

lm. A 2mA 3fA 

4f B 5f B - 6mB 
I I I 

7B 8B 9A 

The explanation of this diagram is as follows:-The numerals 
are for shortness of reference; m = male, f = female, A = one 
of two Dieri classes, B = the other class. 

Nos. 1 and 2 represent two brothers, 3 represents their sister. 
Nos. 4 and 5 represent the wives of 1 and 2, and No. 6 the 
husbanid of 3. Nos. 4 and 5 are sisters, and 7, 8, 9 represent 
the children, say a son in each case of the three couples 
respectively. Moreover the three couples may represent that 
which is a rule with the Dieri as among other tribes, namely, 
that the men in the above groups are married to each other's 
sisters, own or tribal. 

The diagram gives all the relations shown in Table A if we 
consider it to represent either a group of brothers with their 
wives, or a group of brothers one of whom is married, or a man 
and woman who are Noa to each other, with another couple 
who are the Piraurus of the former. The diagram may also 
represent the group referred to by Mr. Gason at p. 49, or to re- 
present a Pirauru group. 

By inspecting the diagram one can see wlhy 1 and his brother 
2 are both " addressed " as husband by 4 or by 5. Both these 
men are de facto " husbalnds," although one may be a Noa 
husband and the other a Pirauru husband. The Dieri terms 
when strictly applied also recognize this distinction by attaching 
the qualification " Waka " to the marital term when applied to 
4 by 2, or to 5 by 1. No. 2 being the " sister's husband " of 4 is 
the same individual as the " husband's brother," and he is there- 
fore also "Noa waka." A similar explanation shows why it is 
that the " brother's wife " is Noa waka. 

I have added to the marital group the two relations of " wife's 
brother" and "husband's sister,' which are shown upon the 
diagram. It becomes evident that the " wife's brother" forms 
part of a group analogous to the one which I have now beeln 
showina, and that the " husband's sister " is of that group which 
stands in a marital relation to it. 
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TABLE A.-MARITAL GROtTP. 

Gason. Vogelsang. Meyer. Flierl. 

Husband .. .. Noa .. Noa .. .. .. Noa .. .. .. Noa. 

Husband's brother .. Noa wauka .. Noa waka or Yimari. 

F Sister's husband Noa wauka .. Yimari .. .. Noa waka or Yimari. 

Accessory husband Piraooroo .. Nginyara .. .. Pirauru or Nginyaru. 

Wife .. ., .. Noa . .. .. Noa ... .. .. Noa .. .. Noa. 

Wife's sister.. Noa wauka . . Noa .. .. .. Yimari .. .. Noa waka or Yimari. 

M Brother's wife .. Noa wauka .. .. Noa .. .. .. Kamari .. .. Kamari. 

Accessory wife .. Piraooroo .. Piranguru . .. Noa. ? 

Wife's brother .. Kareti .. | Kareti .. .. Kadi .. .. .. Kadi. 

Husband's sister .. Xamari .. .. Kamari .. .. Kamari .. .. Kamari. 
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TABLE B.-PARENTAL GROUP. 

Gason. Vogelsang. Meyer. Flierl. 

:Father .. .. .. 
Apiri.. Appiri .. .. 

Aperi.. Aperi. 
Father's brother .. .. Apiri wauka.. | Appiri .. | - Aperi waka. o 

Mother's sister's husband.. Apiri wauka,. .. Appiri . .p . Aperi waka A.. peri waka. H 

Mother's pirauru .. .. Apiri wauka.. .. - - Aperi waka. 

Mother .. .. .. Andri ... . .. Ngandri .. ..Anri.. .. .. Andri. 

Mother's sister .. .. Andri wauka .. Ngandri waka .. - Andri waka. 

Father's brother's wife .. Andri wauka .. Ngandri .. .. Andri waka .. .. Andri waka. 

Father's pirauru * . Andri wauka .. - Andri waka. 

Mother's brother .. .. Kaka.. .. .. Kaka ..... Kaka.. .. .. Kaka. 

Father's sister's husband.. Kaka.. .. . . Kaka .. Kaka. 

Father's sister .. .. - Papa.. .. .. Papa .. .. Papa. 

Mother's brother's wife .. - Papa.. .. .. Papa.. .. .. Papa. 
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The first part of Table B represents a paternal group; the 
second part represents a maternal group; the latter gpart 
represents two relationships which differ from either of the 
former. Why is this ? The diagram already used will be again 
of service in giving some reply. Let us take 7 as the individual 
to start from. 1 is his father, being Noa to 4, who is his mother. 
But we know that 2 also stands in the marital relation to 4, and is 
therefore father, but being, for instance, a " group " husband, is 
qualified by the affixed term waka. 2 is, however, also the 
" mother's sister's husband," and the " mother's sister's husband" 
being also evidently the same individual as the " father's brother," 
stands necessarily in the position of "group father" to 7, as 
well as to 8. 

A further comparison of the diagram with the table will show 
why it is that the maternal relation indicates a group and [not 
merely an individual. Nos. 4 and 5 are both wives of 1, and 
therefore both stand in the maternal relation to 7. Similar 
considerations show that 1, 2, 4, and 5 are in parental relations 
to 7 and 8. 

It is further quite evident that 3, the " father's sister," being 
of the same class as 1, cannot possibly, uinder the Dieri system, 
stand in the marital relation to him, and therefore cannot stand 
in the maternal relation to his son 7, nor to 8, the son of 2. 
Neither can 6 stand in any such relation to 7 or 8. The 
relation is quite a different one, and has been distinguished in 
this system accordingly, by a distinct term. 

It will suffice also to point out that the diagram shows why 
the mother's brother and the father's sister's husband are both 
called klaka. They are the same group, and receive therefore 
the same designation. The same can be seen to be the case as 
regards the father's sister, and the mother's brother's wife. 
Both relations indicate 3. 

Table C shows the reverse terms to those given in Table B. 
The arguments used as to the latter apply also mnutatis 9nutandis 
to the present case. These relationships follow naturally from 
the former. Although the several informants have not completed 
their several lists, sufficient has been done individually and 
collectively to enable one to obtain with sufficient contrast a 
complete list. 

The remarkable feature herein is in the last termi given- 
which is used here in the sense of "son," and would, perhaps, 
indicate a survival of a relation between the brotber and sister 
which no longer exists excepting under the most unusual con- 
ditions in the Kunandaburi tribe, and which the Dieri regard 
with abhorrence. 
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TABLE C.-FILIAL GROUP. 

Gason. Vogelsang. Meyer. Flierl. 

M Son .. .. .. Athamoora .. .. Ngata muira .. .. Ngata muira.. .. Ngata mrira. o 

M Brother's son .. .. .. Athamoora .. Ngata mura.. .. Ngata mura.. .. Ngata mura. H 

M| Wife's sister's son .. .. Athamoora .. .. Ngata mura.. .. Ngata mura.. .. Ngata mura. 

M Pirauru's son .. .. .. Athamoora .. .. - - 

F Son . .. .. .. Athani .. .. Ngatani .. .. Ngatani .. .. Ngataii. 

F Sister's son .. .. .. Athani wauka .. Ngatani .. .. Ngatani. 

F Husband's brother's son .. Athani .. | Ngatani .. | Ngatani.. 

F Pirauru's son .. ., .. Athani .. .. - - - 

M Sister's son *. .. .. - Tinara . | - Tidnara. aZ 

F Brother's son .. .. .. - Ngata mura . .. Ngata mura .. .. Ngata mura. 
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TABLE D. 

Gason. Vogelsang. Meyer. Flierl. 

Elder brother.. .. .. Niehie .. .. .. Negi .. .. .. Negi .. .. . . Negi. 

Elder sister .. .. .. Kakoo .. .. .. Kauku .. .. .. Kaku . . .. .. Eaku. 

Younger brother .. .. Athata .. .. .. Ngatata. .. ., Ngatata.. .. .... Ngatata. 

Younger sister .. .. Athata a.. .. .. |gtata.. .. . Ngatata.. . . . Ngatata. 

Father's brother's son .. Niehie or Athata .. Negi or Ngatata .. Negi or Ngatata . . Negi or Ngatata. 

Father's brother's daughter.. Kakoo or Athata .. Kauku or Ngatata .. Eaku or Ngatata .. Kaku or Ngatata. 

Mother's sister's son.. .. Niehie or Athata .. .Negi or Ngatata .. Negi or Ngatata .. Negi or Ngatata. 

Mother's sister's daughter .. Xakoo or Athata .. .Kauku or Ngatata .. Eaku or Ngatata .. Kaku or Ngatata. 

Father's Pirauru's son .. Niehie or Athata .. Negi or Ngatata . . Negi or Ngatata . . Negi or Ngatata. 

Father's Pirauru's daughter Kakoo or Athata .. Kauku or Ngatata .. Kaku or Ngatata . . Kaku or Ngatata. 

Father's sister's son .. .. Kummie .. .. Kami .. .. .. Kami .. .. . Kami. 

Father's sister's daughter .. Kummie .. .. Kami .. .. Kam K. .. Kami. 

Mother's brother's son .. Kummie .. .. Kami .. .. .. Kami .. .. .. Kami. 

Mother's brother's daughter Kummie .. .. Kami .. .. Kami .. .. .. Kami. 
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50 A. W. HOWITT.-The Dieri and other kindred 

The four first terms require no comment. The second 
division of the table represents the relations to each other of 7 
and 8 in the diagram, it being indifferent whether 7 and 8 are 
male or female. It follows since 7 and 8 are both in the filial 
relation to 1 and 2 and to 4 and 5, that they are brothers or 
sisters as the terms imply. The third division of the table shows 
the relations of 7 and 8 to 9. It is not possible that the 
father or mother of 7 or of 8 can stand in marital relations to 
the father or mother of 9. The class laws forbid this. Hence 
7 and 8 cannot be in fraternal relations to 9. Hence a different 
term is applied to show a different relation. 

Finally I must point out again that the individuals shown in 
the diagram may be " groups," and that it is necessary in apply- 
ing the diagram as a key to the tables to further remember 
what has been said as to the Pirauru practice of these tribes. 

So much briefly as to the Dieri terms of relationships. I have 
not given a full and complete list, as no special interest attaches 
for instance to the " grand-ancestral " terms. Enough has been 
given to show the principle underlying the systemi, which is that 
of " group relationship " based upon " group marriage." 

I now supplement the Dieri tables by others showing such of 
the Kunandaburi and Yandairunga terms as I have collected. 
It will be seen that they fall generally into the same lines as 
those of the Dieri, and the explanations which I have already 
given apply equally to them. 

TABLE E.-MARITAL GROUP. 

Jlunandaburi. Yandairunga. 

Husband ..N .. .. Nubia .. .. Nuipa. 
Husband's brother .. .. Nubia Eodi moli.. Nupa. 

F Sister's husband .. .. Nubia Kodi moli.. Nupa or B]alya. 
Accessory husband .. .. Dilpa mali .. Pira. 
Wife . .. .. .. Nubia .. .. Nupa. 
Wife's sister ., .. .. Nubia Kodi moli.. Nupa or Bilya. 

M Brother's wife.. .. .. Nubia Kodi moli.. Bilya. 
Accessory wife.. Dilpa mali 

Wife's brother .. .. Kokaundi .. .. - 

Husband's sister .. .. Kurangi or iiliaga1 . 

U Iluga = elder woman. 
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Tribes of Central Australia. 1 

TABE F.-PARENTATL GROUP. 

Eunandaburi. Yandairunga. 

Father .. .. .. Urninfi .. .. Kuyia. 
Father's brother .. .. Eauali K.. .. uyia. 
Mother's sister's husband .. - Kuyia. 
Mother.. .. .. .. Amundi .. .. Luka. 
Mother's sister ... .. .. -- 

Father's brother's wife .. Amuncli .. .. Luka. 
Mother's brother .. .. - 

Father's sister.. .. .. Uluga .. .. 

TABLE G.-FILIAL GROUP. 

Eunandaburi. Yandairunga. 

M Son K.. .. .. araga .. .. Wardu. 
M Brothler's son .. .. _ Wardu. 

Wife's sister's son 
M Sister's son .. .. .. Denali .. .. 
F Son .. .. .. Woriia .. . Wardu. 
F Sister's son .. .. .. Woruia . 

Husband's brother's son .. - . 
F Brother's son .. .. .. Earaga .. .. 

TABLR H.-FRATERNAL GROUP. 

Kunandaburi. Yandairunga. 

Elder brother .. . . Kokindi . . .. Niuthi.] 
Elder sister .. .. :ilrauye . . .. Kaku. 
Younger brother .. .. Apogi .. .. Kubaka. 
Younger sister. .. .. Apogi .. .. Kubaka. 
Father's brother's son.. .. Kokundi or apogi.. Nuthi. 
Father's brother's daughter . . Kurauye or apogi.. Kaku. 
Mother's sister's son .. Nuthi. 
Mother's sister's daughter .. Kaku. 
Father's sister's son .. Witinia. 
Father's sister's daughter .. - Bilya. 
Mother's brother's son .. Witima. 
Mother's brother's daughter Bilya, 

One matter now remains to be noted as to the relationship 
terms of the Dieri. I touch upon it with reluctance, but on 
grounds which will become clear to the reader I am obliged to 
do so. 

E 2 
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52 As W. HOWITT.-The Dieri and other kindred 

Mr. E. M. Curr in his late work on the " Australian Race," 
says' that there are words used by the aborigines which have 
the same meaning, as our substantive collective terms, ulcle, 
aunt, nephew, niece, cousin, and so on. It will be well to con- 
sider this statement here because he gives a table of Dieri terms, 
derived from Mr. Gasou apparently, in support of his statement. 
Each of the terms above referred to includes, in our own system 
at least, two separate relations. For instance, uncle includes 
father's brother and mother's brother; aunt includes mother's 
sister and father's sister, and so also with the other terms. 

I take the term "uncle" for examination in regard to the 
Australian term, but any other would do. The diagram used 
already shows that father's brotlher, No. 2, and mother's brother. 
No. 6, are of different classes. It is therefore at once apparent 
that they cannot stand in the same relation to 7, whicll would 
be required by Mr. Curr's statement. I say without hesitation 
that no one term exists in the Dieri language which includes 
or can possibly include both "father's brother" and "mother's 
brother," as does our word " uncle " in the sense in which we 
use it. As I have shown both by the customs of the Dieri and 
the relationship terms that the " father's brother " stand in loco, 
.parentis to No. 7, and is therefore "'father" and not "uncle" 
(i.e., mother's brother); assuming for the sake of argument that 
the word " kaka," vwhich Mr. Curr gives in his list (Vol. I, p. 142), 
is the nearest equivalent for the term uncle. But kaka does 
not merely indicate the mother's brother. It refers to a relation 
which is borne, as the diagram shows, by No. 6, both as " mother's 
brother " and as " father's sister's husband." 

The application of the diagram to each of the above-mentioned 
collective terms will show clearly that in each instance the term 
is made up of two, or of two couples of terms which, looking at 
the nlatter from the Dieri standpoint, belong respectively to the 
two exogamous intermarrying classes. They stand respectively 
on the opposite sides of the dividing line, and cannot have any- 
thing in common towards an individual standing in some relation 
to one of them. 

I now give a correct list in Table F of the principal collective 
terms referred to by Mr. Curr with the Dieri terms for the 
several relations, and I leave it to him to show any one instance 
in proof of his assertion. 

So much for the assertion, but there yet remains a statement 
made by Mr. Curr in connection with this matter which cannot 
be passed over in silence. At p. 142 of the work referred to 
occurs a passage in which Mr. Curr charges the Rev. Lorimer 

1 "t The Australian Race," Government Printer, Melbourne, 1886. 
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Fisoa with "more suo " keeping to himself certain terms-that 
is to say, the substantive collective terms above referred to as 
beiing adverse to his argument. Mr. Curr here made a charge 
of literarv dishonesty against Mr. Fison, and I believe he has 
done so through want a of knowledge on his own part of the 
subject on which he writes. Had he devoted that attention to 
the question which the nature of the subject requires, he could 
not have fallen into the error which he has committed, nor 
ivould lhe have so recklessly levelled such a serious charge of 
literary dishonesty against a fellow-worker in the anthropological 
field. When he comes to see the nature of his own error, it is 
to be hoped that he will deeply regret the rash and unwarranted 
assertion which I have quoted. It appears in a work which 
has gone forth under the stamp of authority, having been pub- 
lished by the Government of the Colony of Victoria. Only a 
small proportion of those who may read these charges will 
from personal knowledge be aware how utterly impossible such 
conduct as that- imputed to him would be to the Rev. Lorimer 
Fison 

In Table I (p. 54) I have given sufficient of the terms to 
compare with the table given by Mr. Curr in support of his 
statement. In it there are certain terms which at first sight 
seem to indicate each two distinct relations, and would thus 
be " collective terms " in the sense used. As an example, I take 
the, term kamari. This term includes two relations which we 
call collectively "sister-in-law." But the relations are in fact 
brother's wife (female speaking) and " husband's sister " (female 
speaking). The diagram will again be of use here in showing 
why this is. Taking 4 as. the person speaking, her brother's 
wife and her sister's husband are seen to be the same person, 
namely, 3. This is therefore not a collective term in the sense 
used by Mr. Curr, but a "group term," as I have before 
,explained. In the same way katreti, used by 1, refers to the 
same individual, 6, under two aspects but in the same relation. 

? 5. Micarriage. 

Among the Dieri and kindred tribes there are two forms of 
Ynarriage: There is the marriage of a man of one class to a 
woman of the other class, which may be spoken of as " individual 
miarriage," or for, convenience as " Noa marriage," using the 
Dieri term, which is equivalent to our word " spouse." There 
is also a marital relation existing between a man and a number 
of women, or between a woman and a number of men, the same 
rule as to the classes beino observed. This la-tter connection 
nay be spoken of as " group marriage," or for convenience the 
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TABLE I. 

English terms. Gason. Vogelsang. Flierl. 

Father .. . .-Apiri .. . .Appiri .. . .. Aperi. 
Father's brothier. ..Uncle .. . .Apiri wauka . ..Appiri .. . .. Aperi waka. o 
Mother's brother.. . Uncle .. . . aka .. . Kaka .. . .. Kaka. 
Mother .. . .Andri .. . .Ngandri.. . ..Andri.H 
Mother's sister . ..Aunt .. . .Andri wake, . . Ngandri waka. ..Andri waka. 3 
Father's sister . ..Aunmt .. . .Papa .. . .Papa .. . .Papa. 

M Brother's son . ..Nephew.. . ..Atliamoora . ..Ngatamura . ..Ngatamura. 
F Brother's son . ..Nephew.. . ..-Ngatamura . ..Ngatamura. 
M Sister's son . ..Nephew.. . ..Tinara .. . .Tinara .. . .. Tidnara. 
F Sister's son . ..Nephew.. . ..Athani wauka .. -Naai 
M Brother's wife . ..Sister-in-law . ..Noa wauka 

Ngata 
-i- 

M Wife's sister . Sister-in-law . ..Noa wauka . ..Yim-ari.. . .. Noa waka or Yimari. 
F Brother's vife . ..Sister-in-law . ..Kamari.. . ..Kamari.. . ..Kamari. 
F Husband's sister.. ..Sister-in-law . ..Kamari.. . ..Kamnari.. . ..Kamari. 
M Wife's brother . ..Brother-in-law.. . . Kareti .. . .. Kareti .. . .. Kadi. 

4 M Sister's husbandcl . Brother-in-law. . . . Kareti .. . .. Kareti .. . .. Kareti. ZI 
F Husband's brother ..Brother-in-law.. . . Noa wauka . ..-Noa waka. 
F Sister's husband . ..Brothier-in-law.. ..Noa wauka . ..-Noa waka or Yimari. Z 
M Father's brother's son ..Cousin .. . .Niehie or Athata ..Negi or Ngatata ..Negi or Ngatata. 
M Father's sister's son ..Cousin .. . .Kummie . ..Kami .. . .Kami. 
M Father's brother's daughter Cousin .. . .Kakoo or Athata ..Kauku or Ngatata ..Kaku or Ngatata. 
M Father's sister's daughter Cousin .. . .Kummie . ..Kami .. . .Kami. 
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Dieri word for the practice may be used, speaking of it as 
" Pirauru marriage." The right understanding of these two 
systems of marriage, of their relations to each other, and of their 
social consequences is so important that I feel I shall not need 
any excuse for entering fully into details as to the Noa and 
Pirauru systems. 

Neither of these two forms of marriage is permitted between 
persons of the same totem (murdu), for these are regarded as 
being of the same blood, as mother and child, or -brother and 
sister, as the case may be. Nor is it permitted between persons 
who stand to each other in any of the following relations: 
Father, father's brother, father's sister, mother, mother's brother, 
mother's sister, brother's child, sister's child, father's brother's 
child, father's sister's child, mother's sister's child, mother's 
brother's child brother or sister. 

These also include the group relations. Bv this I mean to 
say that not only would a woman be forbidden to a man as a 
wvife who was the daughter of his mother, but also every woman 
who stood in the "group relation" of daughter to her. 

A man or a woman becomes "Noa " to each other by the 
woman being promised to him during her infancy by her father 
or by being allotted specially to him as Noa by the headman 
and the great council of the tribe. Where a father promises 
his daughter as " Noa " the agreenment is faithfully carried out. 
A man cannot acquire a Noa until he has passed through the 
ceremonies of Wilyaru and Mindari.' That is, he cannot take 
his promised wife, nor would one be given to him, until he has 
attained the full rank of manhood. A Dieri woman does not 
become Noa until after the ceremony of Wilpadrina,2 and she 
cannot be Noa to more than one man at the same time. This 
restriction does not apply to the man, who may have more than 
one Noa at the same time. Each man in time obtains a Noa, 
but she may be perhaps the old wife of some older man who has 
been made over to him. 

There is no customary law in the Dieri tribe which prohibits 
a person marrying another of the same horde or lesser local 
division. The sole restrictions with them depend upon class 
relation or nearness of kin. 

Besides this Noa marriage there is also a form of group marriage 
which is called by the Dieri Pirari2ri2, or as known and observed 
by the white settlers, and called by them, the "Paramour 
custom." Mv attention was, when exploring in that part of 
Central Australia, attracted by the unusual laxity which I 
observed in the intersexual relations and the freedom with 

I See infra, p. 82. 
2 See infra, p. 87. 
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which the Yantruwunta, Dieri, and other tribes proffered their 
women to friendly strangers. 

Mr. Gason, in his well known and valuable pamphlet on " The 
Dieyerie Tribe,"' gave some particulars, and I now proceed to 
detail the more full and exact information for which I am 
mainly indebted to him. 

Shortly before the holding of the first of the series of initia- 
tion ceremonies, which the whole tribe attends, namnely, that of 
Kiuraweli wonkana,2 the heads of the totems and the elder men 
meet in council and after deliberation determine which of the 
people shall be allotted to each other as Pirauru. It is only 
men who have passed through the Mindari ceremony and girls 
who have passed the Wilpadrina ceremony who can be Pirauru. 

The various couples who are thus allotted to each other are 
not consulted, and it is not considered whether there is or is not 
any mutual liking or affection between them. The council of 
elders decides as to their stuitability. That is to say, there 
must be no disability by reason of class, or of nearness of kin- 
ship. In fact, those who may be Pirauru to each other are those 
who might become Noa. 

A few nights previous to the ceremony of Kuraweli wonkana 
the headman, in slow and mieasured sentences, with a pause 
between each sentence, announces the names of each couple of 
Piraurus, and the words are repeated by one or more of the 
elders. 

At each name a general shout is raised in the camp. This 
time is one of festivity, feasting, and amusement, and large 
supplies of food have been collected. Dancing is carried on, and 
besides this there is for about four hours a general license in 
the camp as regards the Piraurus. Moreover the Pirauru are 
when allotted to each other always in that relation in the future, 
and as a new allotment takes place at each circumcision cere- 
mony it follows that a man or woman may after a time comie 
to have a number of Piraurus. 

Mr. Gason has described to me that which he saw on these 
occasions, in unmistakable terms, which may be paraphrased by 
saying, that the women present and all the men who had passed 
the Mindari ceremony formed groups of Piraurus in which for 
the time being coinplete promiscuity existed. 

A man may always exercise marital rights towards his Pirauru 
when they meet if her Noa be absent, but he cannot take her 
away from him unless by his conisent, excepting at certain cere- 
monial times when general license prevails between the inter- 

1 " The Dieyerie Tribe of Australian Aborigines," by Samuel Gason, Police 
Trooper. Cox, Government Printer, Adelaide, 1871. 

2 See ? 8, infra, p. 81. 
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marrying classes, and even on a special occasion mentioned in 
the class. The ceremonial occasions are, for instance, at the 
initiation ceremonies or at one of the marriages arranged 
between a man and a woman of two different tribes. But the 
consent of the Noa husband is seldom withheld from the male 
Pirauru. 

A Noa husband in ordinary times always takes precedence of 
a Pirauru, but in his absence the senior Pirauru present takes 
the wife of the former and protects her during his absence. 
Tlle Noa wife also takes precedence of the female Pirauru should 
both be together. For instance, if a man were camnped some- 
where with his Noa and his Pirauru, the man would sleep next 
the fire, his Noa next to him, and the Pirauru next to her. 

Senior male Piraurus take precedence over junior male 
Piraurus. These matters are carefully arranged so as to prevent 
iealousy, but in spite of all this arrangement, most of the 
quarrels among the Dieri arise out of this Pirauru practice, for 
under it a husband cannot keep his wife exclusively to himself. 
Nor do the elder inen monopolize the women, for since the 
women are allotted to many men in course of time, there are in 
fact no men who have not one or more Piraurus, even if they 
have not a Noa. 

Some example will show how the system works among the 
male Piraurus. Suppose an elder and a younger man had the 
same woman allotted to each as a Pirauru. In the event of the 
younger being at some camp with his Noa and his Pirauru and 
the elder man being there alone, the latter would have a 
right to take the Pirauru of the former. Should the two men 
be at the same camp and without their Noas, the older man 
might take precedence and have the company for the time of 
any Pirauru there who had been allotted to both of these men 
and who was available to them. 

Buit the two men might also occupy the same hut with her, 
and she would share with both the food she collected. 

It has been before said that the elder mien do not mono- 
polize the women, but although they have no absolutely ex- 
clusive monopoly it is certain that they have very extended 
privileges. For instance, the Wilpadrina, which is spoken of 
elsewhere,' is the exercise of an exclusive privilege for a time. 
The headmen also usually have more Noas and more Piraurus 
than others. The headman, Jalina Piramurana, had over a 
dozen Piraurus allotted to him, and in addition several women 
were assigned to him in each 6f the neighbouring tribes as a 
mark of respect, as so to say honorary Piraurus. Any man old 

I See ? 8, infra, p. 87. 
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or young was considered to be higlhly honoured by having one 
of this headman's Noas allotted to him as a Pirauru. Such 
men thus distinguished were generally heads of totems or other- 
wise of note. 

The children of the female Pirauru are called "son" and 
"daughter" by her male Pirauru, and they call him " father," 
and the children of a woman call the Noa wife of her Pirauru 
" mother." But if a man were more narrowly questioned he 
would qualify his statement by saying that the Noa of his 
mother is his "Apiri mturla "-" Apiri miithit," or his " real 
father " or " very father," and that the Piraurui of his mother is 
his f" Apiri waka," or " little father." His father's Pirauru would 
also be more precisely defined as his " Andri waka," or " little 
mother." 

Frequently the women say they are ignorant which man, the 
Noa or the Pirauru, is the father of any particular child, or they 
do not admit that there is only one father. Thus the child is 
indeed the child of the "gr'oup father" and not of the individual, 
which is the natural result of "group inarriage." 

In the event of a Noa dying a female Pirauru will take charge 
of her children and attend to thema with affection, and not in 
any way after the manner of a" stepmother." The children of 
the female Noa and of the female Pirauru are affectionate 
towards each other, and do not in any circumstances show any 
jealousy of each other. They are brothers and sisters. 

It is an advantage to a man to have as many Piraurus as 
possible. He has then less work to do in huntilng, as his 
Piraurus when present with him supply him with a share of 
the food they procure, their own Noas being absent. He also 
obtains great influence in the tribe by lending his Piraurus 
occasionally and receiving presents from the young maen to 
whom Piraurus have not yet been allotted, or who may not 
have Piraurus with them or in the camp where they are. 

This is atall times carried on, and such a man accumulates a 
lot of property, weapons of all kinds, trinkets, &c., which he in 
his turn gives away to prominent men, heads of totems anld 
such, and thus adds to his own influence. This is regarded by 
the Dieri as in no way anything but quite right and proper.' 

These particulars as to Noa and Pirauru marriage in the Dieri 

1 This proffering of women as a recognition for friendly presents made by us 
when exploring in Central Australia, to the tribes which we met with, such as 
the Yantruwunta, Dieri, and others, was occasionally troublesome. I remember 
such an occasion, when I had almost forcibly to turn out of the camp a pro. 
minent man of the Purdi totem, who had come attended by his two Piraurus, as 
a friendly attention to ourselves. The two Piraurus were so demonstrative that 
there could not be any doubt as to the intention, irrespective of Purdi's own 
statements. 
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tribe are applicable with slight variations to the other neighbour- 
ing tribes, and also as I shall show shortly to the Kunandaburi 
anid eveni to far distant tribes in Eastern Queensland. 

At present I shall continue the subject of the Dieri by 
speaking of marriages between Dieri and neighbouring tribes 
which are so to say " state affairs." 

Such a marriage, for instance, between two individuals of the 
Dieri and Murdula tribes respectively is a subject of negoti- 
ation for several months. Much diplomacy is used, as one 
tribe desires if possible to sift out the real reasons which induce 
the other tribe to desire the marriage. As a preliminary, 
handsome presents, such as spears, boomerangs, carved shields, 
bags of all kinds, &c., are sent to the woman's father, to the 
headman of the tribe, and to the other principal nmen. In the 
event of the negotiations falling through these presents are 
returned. Mr. Gason says that he has known occasions where a 
match was made in a few weeks, both sides being eager to 
settle the matter with a view of concltuding a peace and of 
terminating disputes and settliing grievances. In these cases 
marriages were the means of preventing bloodshed. The young 
man and the young woman have no voice in-such a marriage. 
The mother and the near female relatives of the girl keep up 
a constant wailing at every idle moment. No encouraging word 
is given to her, and all she has to do is to obey. Whether she 
likes the marriage or not, she must submit to the will of the 
elders of the tribe. 

In the tribe itself there is always a hot opposition to a 
marriage which takes a girl out of it, and the fathers in it who 
have unmarried and eligible sons, offer every objection to the 
arrang-ement. 

On such a marriage being settled a place is fixed upon near 
the boundary between the two tribes, where a great corroboree 
(Wima) is held. The festivities are kept up for several days 
during which time free intercourse is allowed between the 
sexes without regard to existing marriage relations. No jealous 
feeling is allowed to be shown during this time under penalty 
of strangling,' but it crops up afterwards and occasions many 
bloody affrays. 

If the girl does not take kindly to her husband she very 
probably tries to escape home, but is on all such occasions 
pursued, and if captured is brought back to be jeered at by the 
other woimien. In some cases the girl is also cruelly ill-used. 

If, however, the girl takes to her husband and makes herself 
popular, she is treated kindly, and it is in her power to command 

I Nuilina - strangling; Niilinuthi = to strangle. 
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influence with the other women. Should any important matter 
arise between her husband's tribe and that of her parents she 
becomes most useful in negotiating with the latter, with which 
she has naturally more influence than a stranger. 

In the Yandairunga tribe according to Mr. Hogarth, to wvhom 
I submitted a pricis of the preceding statements, the marriage 
relations are precisely those of the Dieri. He said, in writing 
to me of the Yandairunga customs, "I think that the Yan- 
dairunga are identical with the Dieri, although their language is 
quite different. I believe if you lay down the same manners 
and customs and ceremonies for both you will be almost abso- 
lutely correct." 

In this tribe one form of marriage is when a man and woman 
are Nilpa to each other, and it corresponds to the Noa of the 
Dieri. In this there is, however, a difference that the girl when 
quite young is promised by her relations, such as her mother's 
brothers, her own brothers, to a man who is of course of the 
suitable class in the tribe. The other form of marriage is that 
of group to group, and is called " Pira," which is the " Pirauru " 
,of the Dieri with, however, a distinction, which is thus indicated 
by Mr. Hogarth. He says that men claim certain women as 
Piras by " birthright." When we rememiiber his statement that 
certain totems intermarry with certain other totems one comes 
to see that this claim by birthright is another way of puttin, 
this fact forward. Mr. Hogarth also tells me that he does not 
know in what manner the Piras are allotted to each other. We 
may be certain from the analogy of the Dieri example that a 
Yandairunga man would not be permitted to have as a Pira any 
woman whom he might not have had as a Nupa, and moreover that 
his "birthright" to certain women as Piras would be controlled by 
the ceremonial customs. The Yandairunga adjoined the Dieri 
to the south, aind as a neighbouring tribe I thinlk we may assume 
the members of it attended the Mindari ceremony of that 
tribe. 

Mr. Hocgarth adds as an important fact in relation to the 
marriage customs of the Yandairunga, that it was not lawful for 
a woman to go to a camp where there were strange mien, and 
talk with them in the absence of her husband, or unless it 
were at the camp of a near relation. This is indeed a rule of 
almost or of quite universal application. 

Mr. O'Donnell says, as follows, of the Kunandaburi tribe, who 
hlave the class divisions Matara and Yungo: 

A Matara may marry a Yungo of any totem but may not 
marry aniy totem of the Matara class. The same law applies to 
Yungo. Female children during their infancy are given by their 
parents to certain men or boys, who claim them as soon as they 
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arrive at the age of puberty, and often before. The man asks 
the permission of the girl's father, or that of the mother will 
suffice, to take the girl away. He then waits until she is some 
distance from the camp and seizes her, and drags her away, 
assisted by a friend who is "Abija" to lier, that is, who would 
have been eligible for her husband had she been promised to 
him. While dragging her away she resists all she can, biting 
and screaming, while the other women look on laughing. 
Having taken her away to a convenient distance they are joined 
by one or more men. The bridegroom returns to the camp and 
the marriage is consummated by the Abija and the otber men. 
Sometimes they do not return to the camp with the girl for two 
or three days. When the girl is brought back there is what 
may be described as a continuation of the jus Primae noctis, in 
which all males in the camp participate, not even excepting the 
nearest male relatives of the bride. This marriage ceremilony is 
sometimes kept up for many days, there being a dance each 
night. The bride is then taken possession of by her husband. 
If she runs away from him she is subjected to severe punish- 
ment by beatinig or by cutting with a knife'. This marriage 
relation is called by the Kunandaburi Niibia, and it agrees with 
the Noa of the Dieri and the Niupa of the Yandairunga. 

The Kunandaburi have also the equivalent of the Pirauru 
which is called by them Dilpa mali. It is, as Mr. O'Donnell 
puts it, a group of Matera men cohabiting with a group of Yungo 
women, or vice versad. They do not always camp together, but 
when they meet they exercise marital rights, and moreover are 
constantly chang,ing their Dilpa malis. Every woman, he says, 
may have as many Dilpa malis as she likes, so long as she does 
not transgress the class laws. The husband (Nubia) does not 
raise objection, indeed men often exchanged wives temporarily.2 
It is rare that the men quarrel about women; yet occasionally 
they beat the women through jealousy, but do not always get 
the best of it. Mr. O'Donnell tells me that at times the women 
beat the men severely single-handed, The husband, that is, the 
Nubia, accepts some trifling present from the Dilpa mali as his 
due. 

1 When in the Cooper's Creek country before it was settled, I observed most 
formidable knives in use by the natives. They were made of a flake of flint 
embedded in a lump of gum. This being held in the hand with the sharp cutting 
edge outwards, formed a terrible weapon at close quarters, with which it was 
possible to inflict fearful wounds on the naked body of an adversary. In such 
proceedings as those referred to above I have heard of women being almost cut 
in pieces. 

2 I remember an instance of the loan of a wife even in the Kurnai tribe. 
One ancient had two wives and another ancient, who was going on a journey, 
had none. The former lent him one of his two, and explained it by saying, 
" The poor fella go long way, that one very lonely." 
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Besides these marital relations which exist between the groups 
of Dilpa malis there are such also between men and their 
brothers' wives and women and their sisters' husbands, but in 
these cases it is sub rosa and not an open and recognized con- 
nection as is that of the Dilpa mali. 

A man is the Nubia of his wife and the Nubia-Kodimoli 
of his brother's wife. When the brother dies the former ceases 
to be the Kodimoli of the widow, and becomes her Nubia, 
and her children call him father. 

Mr. O'Donnell did not, I regret to say, explain to me how the 
Dilpa malis became allotted to each other, nor anything more 
as to the Wira-jinka custom which I shall now mention. He 
left that part of Australia and I learned no more from him. I 
cannot, however, doubt that the allotment takes place under 
some recognized law such as that of the Dieri. All such matters 
are governed by ceremonial custom. 

The Wira-jinka of the Kunandaburi is one of these ceremonial 
customs which are by them spoken of as Muni. In this case 
the Muni or ceremony terminates by all the men present having, 
intercourse with one woman who has been selected beforehand. 
Wira-jinka means literally emissio semintis, and is held when onily 
a few are present as well as when there are large gatherings. 
The woman is selected from either class, and all the mnen ancl 
boys present have intercourse with her, no matter what the 
relationship. 

The Wira-jinka is also practised in certain cases of sickness.1 
Similar statements have been made to me by Mr. C. M. A. King, 
police magistrate at Silveston, in New South Wales, as to 
three tribes in that district, namely, the Girmoduchie, Punthie- 
mira, and Wankamira. These tribes have the classes Kilpara 
and Mukwara. Mr. King enters very fully into details which 
supplement those given by Mr. O'Donnell, which are, however, 
not easy to reproduce in print.2 

During the writing of this paper some important evidence as 
to the existence of a form of Pirauru marriage in tribes still more 
remote from the typical Dieri has reached me from miy valued 
correspondent, Mr. J. C. Muirhead. He says, as follows, speakiing, 
of the Wakelbura tribe of the Belyando River in Queensland:- 

Take as an example seven men of this tribe. all of the Smiallbee, 
totem, of the Kurgilla sub-class of the Matera class. They are 
some of them own, some of them tribal, brothers-that is to 

1 Such customs as these are probably more general than may have been sus- 
pected. A similar extreme license occurs, according to Mr. Fison, among thc 
Nauga tribes, of Fiji, when circumcision is practised on the illness of a chief. 

2 I have anticipated any future use which I might make of these details by 
communicating them in extenso to Dr. Tylor. 
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say, some of them have the same father and mother, while some 
are of the same totem. One of these men is married, his wife 
being carpet-snake, of the Obukan sub-class of Wuthera class. 
That is the totem which marries with theirs. All these meni 
call her "wife," and she them "husband," and the seven men 
all have aiid exercise marital ricghts over her. Her children call 
all the men " father," and all the men are bound to protect the 
children. 

This is unmistakably a form of Pirauru marriage, and I com- 
municated it to Mr. Gason, who wrote to me in reply giving the 
parallel Dieri practice. 

He says: "If there are five brothers, two of them own 
brothers, the rest merely tribal brothers, that is, men of the 
sarne Murdu, and one of them has a wife, by their customs and 
natural laws the whole five exercise marital rights over her, but 
the four only in the absence of the husband. They are her 
natural guardians, and take precedence over everyone except her 
Noa and her Piraooroo. All her children are 'Athamoorana' 
to the five men, and they are 'Apiri' to the children. These 
laws are identical with those of the Eastern Queensland tribe 
which you mentioned to me in your letter." 

This instance given by Mr. Gason will also apply mutatis 
mutandis to a case of a man and the sisters of his wife (Noa). 

? 6. fleadmen and t7he Tribal Council: t7he Punishrnent of 
Offences. 

It is of great interest to enquire what form is taken in these 
tribes by the autnority which governs the relations of its mem- 
bers towards each other, to the community as a whole, and to 
neighbouring kindred tribes. Some writers have stated that in 
Australian tribes there are no chiefs, and also with more or less 
distinctness that there is no " government," and that the tribes- 
mien do that which seems right to their individual selves. 
Quite lately statements such as these have been restated in a 
work of authority, and it is therefore well to see in this particular 
instance what the evidence of so competent a witness as Mr. 
Gason amounts to. 

Simply as a question of terminology it would be well to avoid 
the use of the term "chief" in reference to the Australian 
blacks, because the word suggests the hereditary chieftainships 
with which we are familiar in some of the Polynesian tribes. 
But it is certainly erroneous to assert that there are no men 
who have controlling powers, and that every man may do that 
which is right in his own eyes. 
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The statements already made show that in the Dieri tribe as 
in, I may venture to say, all other Australian communities, there 
is some social authority apart from public opinion whiclh takes 
cognizance of offences against the community by individuals, 
and is competent to redress them. Such a case would be cases 
of intercourse which are incestuous according to the laws of the 
Dieri, and are called by them Buyulu parchana.1 

As a matter of course there is in each totem some man who is 
older than all the other men. By reason of this superior age 
he becomes the head of his totem and is called " Pina-pinaru," 
that is to say, " the oldest of the old," or also " the greatest of 
the great."2 

He is the head of his totem and has authority in it as such. 
His authority is of course restricted to his own totem, and he 
has no authority in another totem. But though he is thus 
the head of his own totem it does not necessarily follow that he 
has the greatest authority and influence in it. In other words, 
though he may be the head of his totem because of his seniority 
it does not necessarily follow that he is what mav be called the 
headman of it. He will, however, have this position also if to 
superior age he adds great ability of some other kind. For 
instance, an old mani whom I knew at Lake Hope was the head 
of the Karawiura totem, but he was not a warrior, an orator, or 
" doctor," and had little or no influence in the tribe beyond his 
own totem. This is an instance of a man who was head of hiis 
totem, but not its headman. On the other hand, Jalina Pira- 
muiTrana, the head of the Manyiura totem, was eminent as a 
warrior and " doctor," and was at the time when I knew the 
tribe its recognized principal headman. He is frequently 
mentioned in this memoir. I may now briefly say that there 
are headmen of totems, of hordes, and finally of the whole 
tribe. 

These heads of totems and headmen of the tribal organization, 
the great warriors, the distinguished orators, the powerful 
wizards, form a council which holds its meetings in secret, and 
thereat decides upon matters affecting the welfare of the tribe 
and deals with offences committed against it or against public 
morality. The extreme interest of this subject requires that I 
shouild in illustrating it give the statements of Mr. Gason as I 
have them now before me in the manuscript, which I put 

I See p. 83. 
2 I observed the great respect and reverence shown to the very old men. On 

the borders of Sturts Desert a deputation of very old nmen came to me to request 
that I would visit a " Pina-pinaru." I did so in their company, and found him 
to be of advanced age. The others cared for him with the utmost solicitude, 
and must have carried him from place to place, for he was unable to walk. 
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together from his letters and forwarded to him for his inspection 
and final reconsideration. He says, as follows:- 

"A headman of the Dieri tribe attains to power and in- 
fluence by personal bravery, by eloquence, or by being well 
connected-that is to say, by having many relations (Biiyiilii 
mnarpi),' that is to say, 'near relations.' Duriing the time I was 
with them there was only one headman who had supreme 
control over the whole tribe. From his extremely polished 
mannier and his gestures, I named him the Frenchman. He 
was feared and greatly respected by his own and by the 
neighbouring tribes. Neither his two brothers, both of them 
inferior to him in bravery and oratorical powers, nor the elder 
men presumed to interfere with his will or to dictate to the 
tribe except in minor iimatters. It was he who decided disputes, 
and his decisions were received without appeal. Even the, 
neighbouring tribes sent messengers to him with presents of 
bags, pitcheri,2 red ochre, skins, and other things. He decided 
when and where the ceremonies of circumcision and initiation 
should take place. His messengers called together people fronm 
a circle of a hundred miles to attend the peace festivals (Mindari), 
to attend his couincils or in other mnatters which were considered 
to affect the welfare of the tribe. I have often been invited to 
attend his councils, when they proposed to celebrate any grand 
ceremony. He possessed wonderful powers of oratory, making 
his listeners believe anything he suggested, and at all times 
ready to execute his commands. His disposition was not 
naturally cruel or treacherous, as was that of many of the Dieri, 
but he was when lnot excited, kind, considerate, patient, and 
very hospitable. I never saw anything low or mean in him. 
As a rule the Dieri being separated from all but their own 
relations, speak ill of each other; but I never heard any one 
speak of this man Jalina Piramuirana but with the greatest respect 
and even reverence. 

" I have oftexi watched him distributing presents to all his 
personal friends with an evident desire to prevent jealousy. 
1 have seen him put a stop to disputes or fights, even chastising 
the offenders and not infrequently beinig himself wounded in so 
doing. Oii stuch an occasion there wouild be great lamentation, 
and the persorn who had inflicted the wound on him would 
usually be beaten. 

"He was one of the greatest of the Kfinkis,3 but would not 
practice his art for their benefit excepting on persoiis of note, 

1 I have observed that in counting the Yantruwunta used " marapo " as any 
indefinite number beyond " mandro-mandro " = four. 

2 See p. 76. 
3 As to Kunki, see p. 87. 
VOL. XX. F 
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his personal friends, or the heads of his totems. He rendered 
great service to me while I was stationed in his tribe." 

Jalina Piramurana was the son of the previous headman, who 
was still living when I lknew the Dieri, and was a very strong- 
lookiing miian above sixty years of age, too infirm to join any of 
the ceremonies, but who gave advice and often boasted to me 
that he had the command of the tribe before his son acquired it. 
He was supposed to be proof again magic spells.' 

It is in the power of the headman to give away young women 
in marriage or as "Pirauru." I have known cases where a 
couple could not agree together, and the headman seeing, this, 
after a reprimanding, separated them, giving the young woman 
to another inan and providing another wife for the husband. 

Besides the headman of the whole tribe there was also a 
headman of each mnurdu (totem), whose power and authority 
were restricted to it. Jalina Piranmurana was the headman of the 
Kunaura Murdu,2 and I have heard him boast of beino the 
" Family of life "-" the stay of life." 

Besides the men who were the heads of totems, there were 
other old men who were the headmen of the various hordes of 
which I have spoken elsewhere.3 These were the oldest men 
at each place. The same man, as already explained, might be 
both head of his totem, anld head of the horde. The headman 
of the horde was spoken of as "Father." This Jalina Pira- 
murana was the headman of his totem, but he was also the 
headman of the whole local organization. In connection with 
the question as to the existence of recognized authority armono 
the Australian blacks, the fact is especially valuable that 
Jalina periodically visited the various hordes of the Dieri, anid 
that they sent to him periodical presents which were acknow- 
ledged by him in person or by deputy. Such presents were 
even sent to hiin fromn a distance of three hundred miles by 
tribes beyond the Dieri boundaries, being passed on from tribe 
to tribe. 

To the southlward of the true Dieri country and including the 
northern terminations of the great range of mountains which 
extends from Spencer's Gulf and enids in the Freeling Heights, 
there was a community of blacks which were nearly related to 
the Dieri, and whose country has been included on the map 
(Plate 1) with that of the Dieri. Mr. Frank James, forrnerly of 

1 Mukueli dtikana, see p. 90. 
2 Kunaura is the seed of the Portelacca oleracea, which at times forms the 

principal source of vegetable food to these tribes. The seed is ground and made 
into a kind of porridge and eaten raw, or cooked in the ashes as a cake. Thus 
cooked its taste reminded me of lilnseed cake. I have heard this man spoken of 
as the head of the Manyura totem, that is to say, of the plant itself. 

3 See p. 35. 
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Blanchewater and now an officer in the Vict)orian Police, in 
writing to me on the subject of the Dieri, says as follows:- 

" There was a black at Blailchewater known as Pornpey, a 
notorious enemy of the settlement of the country by the whites. 
He belonged to the adjacent Hill blacks, but had fled from his 
tribe in consequence of his beirng concerned in the murder of 
two white men, for hut-burning, and other matters. He ulti- 
mately became an influential man in the Blanchewater section 
of the Dieri tribe. The whites looked upon him as the chief of 
the Blanchewater blacks, but he only had influence with them 
through his superior intelligence, and had not any assured 
position in the tribe." 

Referring to this statement which, with all other information 
relating to the Dieri tribe, I submiitted to Mr. Gason for con- 
firmation, that gentleman says:- 

" I personally knew the notorious Pompey, whose true name 
was 'Jinabuthina,' who defied the white inhabitants. He was 
the supreme headman of the Hill tribe, and was recognized as 
such, but had no influence with the Dieri. The end of Pompey 
was that he was shot at a place called Umberatuna by the 
settlers immediately after he had at the head of abouLt eighty 
warriors attacked the native camp at that station, killed two 
friendly blacks, and bad threatened the life of the wife of a 
shepherd. This Pompey had committed many murders and 
other daring atrocities before he was killed. He was of a very 
different dispositioll to Jalina, the Dieri headman, for he was a 
cruel, remorseless wretch without any feelings of pity. I do not 
think he had one redeeming feature, unless it might be that 
looking at him from the standpoint of the natives he was a good 
fighter. Yet he lacked courage when his life was in danger. 
He was a good leader and had great influence over his tribe, 
through his oratorical ability and his supposed power of casting 
Mukueli dukana.1 

" He had three wives equally ferocious and cruel with himself, 
a terror to the other women of the tribe, who dared not cross 
them in word or deed. 

" These three woinen, at the head of a party of other women, 
were very frequently sent as ambassadors to the heart of the 
Dieri country, loaded with presents of skins of wallaby, emu, 
and kangaroo for presentation to Jalina, the great headman of the 
Dieri. These presents were either friendly offerings or sent to 
settle some matter of difficulty between the tribes. Pompey only 
so far as I know went once into the heart of the Dieri counitry. 
After his death Jalina often spoke to me about him, and said 

See p. 90. 
F 2 
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that he had much to thank him for in his position as headman, 
for Pompey had attended him as an orator and had aided him 
as a man who was an adept with the shield; but he condemned 
him for his cruelties to the Yandrawontha tribe."' 

Before speaking of the council of the tribe, I may note that 
the distinguished men, the warriors, orators, heads of totems, 
heads of hordes, wore each a circlet of red feathers on their heads 
as a sign of their position. I do not remember to have seen this 
in the other tribes, but among the Dieri only. 

These men form an inner council within, and distinguished 
from the general council of the tribe, which is composed of all 
the initiated men-that is to say, no man has the right of being 
present at this general council unless he has passed through all 
the different ceremonies, circumncision, and finally Mindari.2 

All the younger men look forward for years to pass through 
the Mindari ceremony so that they may have the honour of 
appearing at and eventually the right of speaking in the " great 
council," as they call it. 

Whenever these councils are to be held, men are summoned 
together by some noted old man nominated for that purpose by 
the headman. 

If it be an important subject that has to be considered, the 
headmain introduces the object of the meeting, and it depends 
upon him whether the others speak. He adheres to the ancient 
customs, and if all are agreed the council separates. If they do 
not agree, the council is adjourned to another time. Everything 
coincerning the council is kept a profound secret from those 
who have not the right to be present. For over two years Mr. 
Gason was unable to obtain permission to enter or to see the secret 
council and its cerermonies. He sought permission in the usual 
broken English, spoken to blacks by the whites. He tried in- 
timidation, and he had recourse to presents, but it was only 
when he acquired a command of the Dieri tongue and mnanners 
that he was permitted to be present. It was said that Kuchi3 
must have instructed him, and as he worked upon their super- 
stitions by favouring this idea, the iDieri at length permitted 
him to attend their council, and to assist at their ceremonies, 
until at length he was accepted as a fully initiated man and 

1 The Yantruwunta, as I know the pronunciation. The difference is pro. 
bably due to Mr. Gason speaking Dieri. The sound of the " th " is not to my 
ear quite that of our English " the," but more that of " dh." I do not know 
what these cruelties were, but probably some massacre of the outlying Yantru- 
wunta, who occupied country on the western side of the Grey Ranges, a long 
narrow strip of country on the eastern borders of that of the tribe (Murdula) of 
which Pompey was the headman. 

2 See p. 84. 
3 See p. 87. 
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even was consulted when any great ceremony was about to 
take place. 

I think it will be well to quote Mr. Gason's own words as to 
the proceedings of the tribal council when he was present:- 

" I have frequently attended by invitation at these councils. 
On one occasion they gave me permission to speak, and I was 
thus able to save the life of a man who was being charged with 
haviing caused the death of another person. I pointed out that 
he was at a great distance away from the scene of the death. 
Two of the members of the council also dared to speak ill favour 
of their frienid the accused, and they afterwards made me presents 
of several bags and weapons for my advocacy of hinm. Three 
years after, however, he was cruelly killed by order of the 
coancil for an offence which he had not committed, but with 
which his enemies charged himi. 

" After the principal headinan has spoken, the heads of totems 
address the assembly. The manner of speaking is a repetition 
of broken sentences uttered in an excited manner, at times 
almost frenzied. Those who coincide with the speaker, repeat 
his sentences in a loud voice, but no one comments on what he 
says until his turn comes to speak. 

" The council always breaks up peacefully, but quarrels some- 
times follow it, although the camp is not allowed to know the 
real cause of disagreement, for the secrets of the council are 
always kept as sacredly as those of a Masonic lodge. The 
greatest cruelties are threatened to any one of the council who 
should divulge its secrets, which are many. I have never 
heard the youlnger men or the women drop a word which could 
convey the idea that anything had been communicated to 
theni. 

" I have often been cautioned not to divulge what I had there 
heard and seen, nor to repeat any words uttered there to strangers 
until these had convinced me by ocular demonstration that 
they had passed through the ceremony of Kurawali wonkana."l 

Mr. Gason has spoken of the maiiner in which the tribal 
council deals with offences. These would be inter alia doing to 
death by witchcraft, for instalice, by means of the " bone" or 
Mulkeli dulkana, murder, breach of the tribal code of morals, 

1 I remember one of the Yerawaka tribe pointing out to me mysteriously the 
proof that he had undergone this ceremony. But at the time I knew so little 
of the language that I could not gather the meaning of the speech. The extreme 
secrecy observed by the Dieri as to the pr-oceedings of their council of initiate(d 
men is paralleled, as I have seen by tle coast Murring and Kurnai as to their 
secret councils on the subject of their ceremonies. I mas most forcibly struck 
by this in thiese two tribes, which have been completely broken by our civilization. 
The superficial veneer, which contact with us has given them, hides but does 
not obliterate their deeply-rooted customs. 
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offenices against tribal custom, and revealing the secrets of the 
council and of the initiations to the uninitiated or to women. 

Offences against the moral code of the tribe would be 
intercourse with a woman of the same class, or who was too 
iearly related. Interference with the wives of other men 
would be mierely matters to be revenged by the iinjured husband 
by a fight or by the kindred. For instance, if a man desired to 
obtain a particular woman for a wife, and she beinog refused to 
him, he eloped with her, her kindred would make up a party 
and pursue them. On overtaking them the kindred would 
take her from him, not necessarily with violence, but if he 
refused he would be severely dealt with. The prohibition 
against a man taking a womana of the sanie class as himself to 
wife would also prevent him from keeping such a woman should 
he capture her in warfare, and if he attempted to do so it would 
be strongly objected to. But he might avoid this by exchanging 
for somne other eligible woman. 

Yet this rule which prohibits intercourse with women of the 
same totem is, according to Mr. Gason, relaxed on the occasion 
when a niissioli from another tribe is entertained by the Dieri, 
or when a neighbourincg tribe entertains one sent by them. At 
such times the prohibition between the toteinis is relaxed, and 
there is a time of general license even between those of the 
same totem, always provided that they be not within the 
prohibited degrees of kinship. 

Cases have occurred within Mr. Gason's kniowledge when this 
law has been broken through threats by some man towards 
a woman too nearly related to him, aDd where the woman did 
not dare to complain, fearing to be charged with having been a 
consenting party, for it is orne of the most serious offences known 
to the lieri. To call anyone, man or woman, Buyulu parchanal 
is almost the greatest offence that can be offeired to a Dieri. It 
implies that the person is withotut shame, and disregards the pro- 
hibitions which restrain certain relations from each other. 

At a council which Mr. Gason attended, at which a young 
man was charged with having trangressed this law with his 
ngatata, that is to say, the daughter of his mother's sister,2 

1 Bfuilft = near relation, parchana = all. The relations of a person are 
either near or remote. The former are buyiulu, the latter wowitcha. The 
former includes father, father's brother, mother, mother's sister, son, daughter, 
brother, sister, brother's child, sister's child. The latter includes, for instance, 
father's brother's wife, mnother's sister's husband, husband's mothier's son, and 
husband's sister's son. These remarks apply to the other tribes herein dealt 
with, as well as to the Dieri. 

2 According to the Dieri system of relationship, a daughter of the mother's 
sister is ngatata = ;younger sister, the "mother's sister" being herself younger 
than the " mother." 
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the council inquired into the matter, and finding the charge to 
be true, the young mian was severely punished, indeed almost 
killed. Indeed he would have been put to death had not some 
of the influential people in the tribe interfered on his behalf on 
the ground that he was only a poor idiot who was not accountable 
for his actions. 

It may be mentioned here that the old men in their leisure 
hours instruct the youinger ones in the laws of the tribe, im- 
pressing on them modesty and propriety of conduct as they 
understand it, and pointing out to thein the heinousness of 
incest. The old wonen also instructtheyoungerwomeninlthis 
manner. 

An instance of what seems to have beeen the punishment of 
an offence against the tribe came partly under my own know- 
ledge. Orl nmy second expedition I had with me one of the 
Blaiichewater Dieri, and he accompanied me throuLgh the country 
of his tribe northward as far as the Diamantina River, about 
where Birdville is now situated. He then ran away and made 
his way back alone to his own people, where I afterwards saw 
him on nmy return to the settlements. Some time after I left 
I learnt from Mr. Frank James that my guide had been killed 
by an armed party, which chased him for some nine miles before 
he was overtakeni and killed; the reason given for this being 
that he had been too faniliar with the white men and had 
served them as a guide. 

? 7. Messengers, Embassies, -Expeditions, tae Pinya. 

The Dieri do not use the " message stick," but send messages 
by word of mouth onily. It is not necessary with them as with 
some tribes, e.g., the Wirajuri of New South Wales, that certain 
messages, as, for instance, those relating, to the iniitiation cere- 
monies, should be carried by a man of the same totem as the 
sender. 

Messengers were sent to gather people together for dances 
from distances even up to one hundred miles. Such messengers 
were painted with red ochre anld wore a 1)eaddress of featlhers. 

In callinig people together for the ceremonies of Wilyaru or 
Mindari the messengers were painted with diagonal stripes of 
vellow ochre, and had their beards tied tightly into a point. 
They carried a token shaped like a Prince of Wales' feather 
and made of emu feathers tied tightly with string. The sending 
of a hanidful of red ochre tied up in a small bundle signifies the 
great Mindari or peace festival. In giving niotice of the inten- 
tion to " make somne young men," the messenger takes a handful 
of charcoal ancd places a piece in the mnouth of each person 
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present without saying a word. This is fully understood to 
mean the " making of young men " at the Wilyaru ceremony. 

Any tokens used to give notice of matters relating to the 
initiation ceremonies are not allowed to be shown to or made 
known to women, girls, or boys. 

According to Mr. Vogelsang messengers sent to form a Pinya 
to avenge a death wear a kind of net on the head and a white 
frontlet in which is stuck a feather. The messenger is painted 
with yellow ochre and pipeclay, and bears a bunch of emu 
feathers stuck in his girdle at the back-at the spine. He 
carries part of the deceased's beard or some balls of pipeclay 
from the head of one of those mourning for him. These are 
shown at the destination of the messenger and are at once under- 
stood. 

Mr. Vogelsang gave me an instance which illustrates this 
practice. The Pinya was to avenge a death, and the messenger 
was sent from Kopperamana to a place called Saltcreek. He 
carried with him a small net called " Yamma." On arriving at 
his destination and the old men being assembled, he would pro- 
duce the net in silence, and those present would understand 
without anythinga being said that a Pinya was to be made up. 

A messenger who is sent to convey the intelliaence of a death 
is smeared all over with white clay. On his approach to the 
camp the women all commence screaming and crying miost 
passionately. After a time the particulars of the death are 
made known to the cana1p. The near relations and friends then 
only weep. Old men even cry bitterly, and their friends comfort 
them as if they were children. On the following day the near 
relations dress in mourning by smearing themselves over with 
white clay. Widows and widowers are prohibited by custom 
from uttering, a word until the clay has worn off, however long 
it may remain on them. They do not, however, rub it off, as 
doing so would be considered a bad omen. It must absolutely 
wear off of itself. During this period they communicate by 
means of gesture language. 

If the message is to call together a meeting of the elder rnen 
of the tribe the messenger would be some noted old man nomi- 
nated by the headman who sent the nmessage. The same would 
be the case when neighbouring, tribes are invited to attend the 
ceremonies of initiation. But in any other matters which might 
be attended by danger or where there was fear of treachery it 
was not men who were sent but women. 

Perhaps the nmost imnportant messages which were sent by the 
Dieri are such to neighbouring tribes relating to disputes between 
them. For such purposes wnomen were chosen, and if possible, 
those women wlio belonged to the tribe to which the embassy, 
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if it may be so spoken of, was sent. Women were chosen for 
these messages because they would not be treacherously made 
away with as might be the case with men. 

The women sent were usually the wives of heads of totems, 
and occasionally one of the wives of the principal headman was 
sent. 

The women were accompanied by their piraurus, for it was 
considered by the Dieri that on such missions a man would be 
more complaisant as to the acts of his pirauru than he would 
be as to those of his Noa. For in these missions it is thoroughly 
understood that the women are to use every influence in their 
power to obtain a successful issue for their mission, and are 
therefore free of their favours. 

If the mission is successful there is a time of license between 
its members and the tribe or part of a tribe to which it has been 
sent. This is always the case, and if the Dieri women failed in 
it it would be at the risk of death on their return. This pro- 
miscuity is not regarded with any jealousy by the women of the 
tribe to which the mission is sent, but as a matter of course. 
They know of it but do not see it, as it occurs at a place apart 
from their camp. 

The members of the mnission are treated as distinguished 
guests. Food is provided for them by their hosts, and on their 
return home after about a week's stay they are loaded with 
presents. If the mission is unsuccessful the women are sent 
back bearing messages of dreadful threats. 

The mode of announcing a mission, whether by male or 
female messengers, is by telling it to the headman of the 
camp alone in a quiet manner immediately on the arrival of 
the messengers. Nothing is then said further to anyone, but 
when all are in the camp about the time for retiring to rest, the 
headman announces their arrival and the object of their 
mission. There is then an excited discussion upon it, if it be 
some matter of moment or of general interest, for an hour or two. 
It is resumed again at break of day, and so on night and 
morning from day to day until some definite determination is 
arrived at. 

The arguments of the different old men who speak are well 
noted by the messengers, who, on their return, repeat as 
nearly as possible the popular sentiinents in the tribe they had 
visited. 

Mr. Gason says that he has on several occasions been present 
on the return of such a mission which had been entrusted to 
women. The headman and the principal old men received the 
woman kindly and congratulated them upon their safe return, 
but Mr. Gason remarks that the headman had an anxioua 
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appearance, and that the old men clutched their spears in an 
excited manner. No one but the headman spoke to the women 
on their first return, Dut on all beirng seated and after a little 
while, the old men questioned the women as to the success of 
their mission. The result was at once told to all the people 
there camped, who rejoiced if the mission had been successful, 
but became fearfully excited if it had failed, and seemed to 
lose all control over themselves, rushing, yelling to and fro, 
throwing up sand into the air, biting themselves and brandishing 
their weapons in the wildest manner imacrinable. 

In cases where the mission was successful women of the other 
tribe accompanied it back to testify the approval of their tribe 
of the treaty arrived at. 

Such treaties are probably observed quite as faithfully as 
many treaties more formally mnade by civilized peoples. 
Duringn my explorations north of Cooper's Creek, an attempt 
was made by some of the Yerawaka tribe to surprise my camp 
at night. As I was most desirous of keeping on friendly terms 
with these people, I next day went to their camp with a black 
boy who- spoke their lanlguage, and I thlere cautioned the old 
men against in any way molesting us. I told them I had ilo 
desire to molest them, but that if I found any of them near my 
camp after dark I should shoot thenL without further notice. 
The old men were inclined to treat the matter as a joke, but 
after some further conversation the old men agreed that none 
of their people should come near our camps at night, and that 
when doing so in the daytime they were to lay down their 
arms at a little distance. Oii my part I promised to do them 
no hurt in any manner. This agreement was kept by them, and 
I observed that not only they, but their neighbours also, laid 
down their weapons when visiting my camp. 

As the Dieri send missions to the surrounding tribes so do 
these when occasion requires it and then the proceedings are 
such as have been detailed. 

It may be here noted that a Dieri [if of no note or influence, 
arriving at a camp after a considerable absence, takes his seat 
near the camp without saying aniything. After remaining silent 
a few minutes, the old men alone gather round him and ask 
him where he comes from and what has befallen him. He then 
unfolds all his news and often does not fail to embellish. Then 
two old men stand up, one retailiing it and the other repeating 
the sentences in an excited mianiner. The new-comer, if he is a 
stranger, is hospitably enterl;ained.]1 

I In writing to me many years ago, the Rev. H. Vogelsang said of the Dieri: 
"The question Mina Murdu? relates to eating and hospitality. For inistance, 
blacks from a distance arrive here (Kopperamana), and the question is asked 
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I remember being one nig,ht ilear to a small "mob" of friendly 
Yerawaka somne distance to the north of Cooper's Creek, and 
only separated from their enicampment by a rather inarrow, 
though deep water channel. I could watch all their movements 
by the light of their fir8s, and hear what was spoken in a loud 
tone. The eveninig was spent in great feasting by them. A 
stranger had arrived from the south, probably, as I now see, a 
Dieri, and his news was retailed in a loud tone to the people of 
the camp, and as I now remember it it seemed to me to have 
gone on for hours. The women were busy till late at night 
preparing food by pounding and grinding seeds of the Nardoo 
and Manyura. My black boy, who listened with great interest 
to the speeches, told me that this man was a " walkabout black- 
fellow," in other words a messenger who had arrived from the 
south and was telling them the news. 

[A man of influence arriving at one of the camps of his owin 
tribe is received by the inmates with raised weapons as if in 
defiance. Upon this the visitor rushes at them, making believe 
as if to strike them, they warding off his feints with their 
shields. Immediately after they embrace him, and lead him 
to his camp, where the womnen shortly after bring him food. 
If he visits a neighbouring tribe he is received in the same 
manner.] 

I observed with much interest during my explorations soutlh 
of Sturts Desert, and in the Yerawaka country, how my party 
was ceremoniously arLnounced by one of the Yantruiwunta tribe 
who accompanied me, and so to say accredited us. On arriving 
within shouting distance of the camp, the guide halted us, and 
breaking off a branch of a tree or of a bush, went forward some- 
what nearer to the group of old men who had come from their 
carnp towards us. The guide, waving the branch, shouted out 
that we were travelling peaceably. Soine conversation upon 
this took place in a loud tone of voice between him and one of 
the old men. Matters havina been thus satisfactorily arranged, 
the old men came forward and conducted us to a place ad- 
joining the water where we were to make our camp, facing their 
encampment. They then sent some of the younger men to 
gather wood for us. 

On this trip I was taken by Yerawaka guides obtained near 
this place from camp to camp, throug,h a great part of the tribe 
round by Lake Lipson in the most friendly manner. 

If visitors are expected, and it is thought that they may not 
know exactly where the camp is, smoke signals are used. These 

Mina Murdu? meaning 'Wbat are you?'-Bird, Kangaroo, Rat, Mouse, as 
the case may be. All those of the same name live then in the same huts, eat 
together, live together, and even lend each other their women." 
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are also used to call attention of distant parties with whom the 
smoke-maker wishes to communicate. 

I observed such smokes as these when out in the Yandai- 
runga country south-west of Lake Eyre, which then, in the year 
1857, had not long been discovered by Stuart. Alrmost daily I 
observed columns of smoke rising from the flat-topped ranges 
common there. These signals were, I then thought, made to 
attract attention of other Yandairunga to the strangers travelling 
in their country. 

The Dieri also sent out periodically parties, consistiing ex- 
clusively of men, for various purposes. All the tribes in this 
part of Cenltral Australia, and indeed far beyond it, use as a 
narcotic the dried twigs of the pitcheri bush.' 

The Dieri sent an expedition of able-bodied men annually to 
the pitcheri country on the Herbert River in Queensland, a 
distaince of soine 250 miles. This party lias to pass through 
several hostile tribes on its journey, and must fight its way if 
necessary. On arrivino at the pitcheri country, the leaves and 
small twigs of the bush are carefully picked off. Small holes 
two feet deep are dug in the sand, and heated with live coals. 
The pitcheri is then put in the holes after they have been 
cleaned out alnd is covered up with hot sand and baked. When 
the sap has been evaporated the pitcheri is taken out and packed 
up neatly in netted bags and small wallaby skins, each man 
carrying about 70 lbs. weiglht. 

Great preparations are imiade by the Dieri tribe for the return 
of their pitcheri expeditions. New huts are made, seeds of the 
season are stored up2 for their fathers, brothers, husbands and 
friends. When the expedition returns its members are full of 
strange stories of the battles they have fought, of tribes they 
have seen, who have toes on their feet behind as well as in 
front,3 and all kinds of wild and extravagant reports. There is 
great rejoicing over the safe return of the party. The pitcheri, 
although brought from so great a distance, and obtained under 
such great difficulties, is all gone after a few months, being 
bartered away to the more southern tribes.4 

I Duboisea Patersoni (Lind). 
2 At Lake Lipson I observed hampers made of twisted grass, daubed inside 

with clay, used for containing about half a bushel of the seed of the Manyura 
(Portulacca olerctcea). 

3 Tidna-mrinka-miuncca. I suspect that these tales refer to those more 
northern or north-western tribes who use a kind of sandal, made, I believe, of 
emu feathers, thus not leaving any, or scarcely any, track. 

4A system of barter spread all over the interior of the continent. The 
Dieri bartered weapons with their southern neighbours for the skins of kangaroos; 
and with northern and eastern tribes for their shields. Ornamental belts were 
also exchanged, and I once observed the single valve of a large marine shell, 
which must have been passed on from tribe to tribe, probably from the northern 
coast. 
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Mr. Gason tells me that when the Dieri expedition returned 
he uised to obtain as much as six bags, weighing each three 
pounds, for one shirt. As soon as the pitcheri became scarce, 
the leading men would come to him bringing all kinds of 
weapons as presents for a small quantity, begging him to give 
them "one little chew "-pitcheri waka jinkeamni. 

I found the use of pitcheri very common with the Yantru- 
wunta at Cooper's Creek. I had frequently a quid of pitcheri 
offered me fresh from the mouth of a friendly black fellow, and 
I have obtained it in an unchewed state done up in small 
closely netted bags made of grass twine and human hair. The 
Yantruwunta told me that they travelled about ten days' journey, 
and they pointed to the north-west as the direction. This 
might give a distalnce of from 150 to 200 miles, and would 
roughly agree with the position of what is now known as the 
'Pitcheri country." The Yantruwunta mixed their pitcheri 
with the dried leaves of a bush called by them " Wira," which 
grows plentifully on the sand hills in parts of their country. 
The Wira is prepared by breaking off small twigs and drying 
them in the hot ashes. They are then broken up and mixed 
with the pitcheri for chewing. The use of pitcheri was known 
not only to the Cooper's Creek tribes but also as far as least as 
the Barrier Ranges in New South Wales. 

In July or August in each year the iDieri also sent out 
another expedition southwards to procure red ochre. This was 
always regarded as being a perilous expedition accompanied by 
many dangers and privations. The party had to travel three 
hundred miles and back, through the country of hostile tribes, 
keeping strict watch every night and having to procure their 
food as they travelled, and on their return journey each rmian 
carried from 60 to 100 lbs. weight of artificially made up red 
ochre. The men were all picked, and the expedition was under 
the guidance of some great leader. The men were marked each 
with three stripes of red ochre and with three black ones of 
micaceous iron ore immediately under the former across the 
abdomen. Two marks of the same were drawn across the 
arms. Each man had all the hair of his beard and moustache 
plucked out and the hair of his head cut short before he 
started. 

Mr. Frank James tells me, speaking of the Blanchewater section 
of the Dieri tribe, that the annual expedition down the western 
plains for red ochre was one of the most important duties of 
the tribe. Some seventy or eighty of the pick of the fighting 
men went on this trip, all well arnmed, and they fought with and 
killed all the blacks who dared to oppose them. The ochre 
was kneaded into large cakes and was carried back for use as 
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war paint, for charms, &c., and it was one of the principa. 
articles they gave in exchange to the other tribes beyond them 
for spears, shields, and other weapons. 

The Yantruwunta gave me a similar account of their annual 
expedition to fetch red ochre, but also for the slabs of sandstone 
on which they grind their seeds for food. The locality to which 
they resorted for these things must have been, to juidge by their 
statenments, far down on the western side of the Flinders Range; 
the distance inust have been over three huiidred miles. They 
told me that the party could not stop two days in an-y one place 
on the journey, but had to fight its way there and back, and to 
hunt for food as well. The flagstones used for grilnding seed 
upon were procured somewhere near to the red ochre mine. 
Each rnan carried back either a slab of sandstone or a lump of 
ochre on his head. 

A third party which the Dieri sent out was the dreaded 
Pinya. It was the avenger of the dead, of those who were 
believed to have been done to death by sorcery, such as the 

bone." I have already said somethiiig of it when speaking, of 
the m-anner in which messages are delivered. 

The appearance at a camp of one or more men, marked each 
with a white band round the head, with diagonal white and 
red stripes across the breast and stomach, and with the point of 
the beard tied up and tipped with human hair, is the sign 
of a Pinya being about. These men do not converse on ordinary 
matters, and their appearance is a warning to the camp to listen 
attentively and to reply truly to such questions as may be put 
concerning the whereabouts of the condemned maii. Knowing 
the remorseless spirit of the Pinya, any and every question is 
answered in terror. 

I have no direct evidence of the Pinya having been in force at 
Cooper's Creek, but I think it almost certain that it was. The 
tribes there were intimately connected with the Dieri, and their 
language and customs generally were the same. Moreover I 
remember meeting men there painted and with their beards tied 
up, as described to me by Mr. Gason. 

There is a curious custom among the Dieri which may find 
its record in this section. It is called Yiutcliin. When a black 
fellow is going to a distance from home either to one of the 
hordes or the lesser divisions, or to a neighbouring tribe, some one 
at his camp becomes his Yiutcbin. This is done by placing a string 
of human hair or of native flax round his neck to remind him of 
his promise to bring back presents. It then becomes his duty 
to bring back with him articles for his Yuitchin, who, while he 
is away, also collects presents for him. Under no circumstances 
is such a pledge broken, for if a person failed in it he would 
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have all the men in the camp at him, and he would be called 
and considered an unrtrustworthy man. Mr. Gason tells me that 
lie has often been the Yiutchin of some Dieri inen, giving them 
old wearing apparel, and receiving from them in return carved 
weapons anid ornamental articles. This practice is used for 
bartering. For instance, if a man saw a carved boomerang 
which he desired, he would say to the owner of it, " I will give 
yotu such and such things for it if you will be my Yiutchini." 
If they agree they become Yiutchin, and the one man, after some 
trip to an outside camp of the tribe or elsewhere, returns with 
the things bargained for, hands themn over, and the exchange is 
made. When people see a Dieri man or woman with a string 
about his or her neck it is said, " For whom are you Yiutchin ?' 
A son miay be Yiutchin for his father; for instance, a father 
mnay promise to make some boomerangs for his sons while they 
are out huntino for himn. Whatever they catch, no matter how 
nmuch it is, they on their return hand to him, and the women 
flock round to see what kind of Yiutchin the boys have been. 
The boomerangs are, of course, made and handed over at once. 
Mr. Gason has seen little boys of from seven to ten years of age 
coaxing their father to mrLake them boomerangs, promising to be 
his Yiutchin. 

Mr. Gason always had several Yuitchin, and when he heard of 
blacks about to visit a neighbouring tribe he sent for them, and 
giving them presents, they would request him to place a cord 
round the neck of each, as Yiutchin. On their return they 
brouaht hirim presents in return, such as carved weapons, orna- 
mental bags, &c. 

? 8. Initiation Ceeremonies. 

The initiation ceremonies of the Dieri tribe, as will be seen 
from the following account, whlich is compiled from Mr. Gason's 
communications, differ very materially in detail from those of 
more easterni tribes of which the Kuringal of the Coast Murrina, 
elsewhere described by me,' may be taken as an example. 
The Dieri ceremonies are typical of those of the kindred tribes 
which are referred to in this memoir, and I find that they even 
extend, in a modified form, while still retaining the blood-letting 
ceremony under its name of Wilyaru, to the Adajadiira tribe of 
Yorks Peninsula. So far as I am aware at present the peculiar 
rite which, to use the Dieri termn, may be called Kiulpi, seems 
to be confined to such tribes as practice circumcision. If, there- 

I "On some Australian Ceremonies of Initintion," "Journ. Anthrop. Inst.," 
May, 1884, vol. xiii, p. 432, 
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fore, a line be drawn from the Murray mouth northwards to the 
Gulf of Carpentaria, it will roughly denote the boundary between 
the two types of initiations. To the west of this line circum- 
cision and Killpi are found; while to the east of it initiation 
ceremonies of the Kuringal (Bora) type prevail. It must be 
understood, however, that this line is no more than a rough 
approximation, and that either type may be found in plaaes 
within the general limits of the other. 

It is the principal headman (Pina Piniaru) of the tribe who 
decides when youths shall be passed through the various stages 
of the initiation ceremoniies. That is to say, he decides upon the 
time when he finds that there are a sufficielit number ready. 
The matter is, of course, brought by him before the Great 
Council, but he deeides so far as concerns the time and place 
and as to which youths are to be initiated. 

The knocking out of teeth, as practised in this tribe, is per- 
formed at an earlier period than in tribes having the Bora 
ceremonies; that is to say, at an earlier period in the course 
of initiation, and is not confined only to the boys. 

[When a child is from eight to twelve years of age the two 
front teeth of the upper jaw are taken out in the following 
manner:-Two pieces of the Cooya Mura tree, each about a foot 
long, are sharpened at one end to a wedge-like shape, then 
placed on either side of the tooth to be extracted, alnd driven in 
tightly. A piece of wallaby skin folded two or three times is 
then placed against the tooth. A piece of wood, about two feet 
long, is placed against the wallaby skin and struck with a heavy 
stone. Two blows suffice to loosen the tooth, which is then 
pulled out by the hand. This operation is repeated on the 
second tooth. As sooIn as the teeth are extracted a piece of 
damp clay is placed in the holes to stop bleeding. The boy or 
girl, as the case may be, is forbidden during the ceremony, or 
for three days after, to look at the men who were present, but 
whose faces were turned from them. It is thought that a breach 
of this rule would cause childreni's mouths to close up, and con- 
sequently that they would not be able to eat afterwards. The 
teeth drawn are placed in the centre of a bunch of emu feathers, 
smeared with fat, and are kept for about twelve months under 
the belief that if thrown away the eaglehawk would cause larger 
ones to grow in their place, to turn up over the upper lip, and 
cause death.] 

The teeth being carefully wrapped up with emu feathers are 
kept by the boy's father, or the nearest relatives, until the mouth 
is completely healed, and even for long afterwards, when the 
father, accompanied by a few old men, not necessarily men of 
consequence, dispose of them as follows:-The father makes a 
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low rumbling noise, not using, any words, blows two or three 
times with his mouth, and jerks the teeth through his hand 
to some little distance. He then buries them about eighteen 
inches under the ground. The jerking movement is intended 
to show that he has tlhereby taken all the life out of them, as 
should he fail to do so the boy would be liable to an ulcerated 
mouth, impediment in speech, a wry mouth, and ultimately a 
distorted face. 

A belief is here shown in an intimate connection between the 
teeth and the person from wlhom they were extracted when even 
at a distance, and after a considerable lapse of time. Such a 
belief is not peculiar to the Dieri. The Murring also hold it. 
When 1 returned from the Kuringal of that tribe, which T have 
elsewhere described, I took with me, in the character o J the 
headman who had caused the ceremonies to be held, the teeth 
which had been knocked out. In the proper course of events 
it would have been my duty to haiid them to one of the other 
headmnen, who would then again send them on, until having 
made the roulnd of the whole district from which the people 
who attelided the ceremonies had come, the teeth would ulti- 
mately return to their former possessor and be retained by 
him. 

Nearly twelve months after Dmy return one of the principal 
Mfurring mnen came to me, having travelled some 300 miles from 
his home on the southern coast of New South Wales. His erraind 
was to fetch back the teeth, and he explained that he had been 
sent for them because one of the boys liad fallen into ill-healtli, 
and it was believed that the teeth had received somiie iDnjury 
and had affected him. He received the teeth from me with an 
assurance that they had beeni placed in a box apart froi any 
substances, such as " quartz crystals," whieh could influence 
theim. He returned home, bearinig the teeth with him carefully 
wrapped up and concealed. 

Ku-raweli-wonkana,1 or the ceremony of circumcision, is per- 
forimied when a boy is about nine or ten years of age. The 
public proceedings are commiinenced by a woman walking up to 
a youth in the early part of the eveninli anid quietly slipping a 
string made of huinani hair over his head, to which is attached 
a mussel shell (Kuiri). This woinani is a married woman, not 
of Ihis totem or class or in any way related to hiim. This is 
usually the commencenenlt of a row. Neither the boy nor his 
father have been previously inade aware of what is iiitended. 
Directly the boy finids the shell suspended round his nleck lhe 
jumps up and runs out of the camnp. His father becomes 

KEraweli = boy; wonkana = singiiug. 
VOL. XX. G 
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enraged, for it is generally the case that fathers think their sons 
too young to undergo the painful operation. Becomino enraged 
he attacks the elders and a general fight results. 

From the moment the boy rushes out of the camp uintil 
several months after the circumcision, excepting the night im- 
mediately before the ceremony, no woman is supposed to have 
a sight of him. The night before the circumcision all the 
women see him for a few minutes only. 

At this time all the available tribespeople are collected, and, 
as has been stated at p. 56, there is for the time unrestricted 
intercouirse between those who are piraurni to each other. After- 
wards this gives rise to many bloody quarrels, but they dare not 
speak of what is done at the Kuraweli-wonkana, fearing severe 
punishment for trving to undermine and tamper with their 
established rules. [Immediately before the boy is circumcised a 
young man picks up a handful of sand aiid sprinkles it as 
he runs round the camp. This is supposed to drive out Kuchi 
and to keep Murainura in. 

As soon as the circumcision has taken place the fatlher of the 
boy stoops over him, and fancyinlg himself inspired by Mura- 
mura, gives him a new name. He is then taken away by some 
young mien and kept away for several months. 

The next ceremony after circumcision is that called Wilyaru. 
A young man without previous warning is led out of th9 camp 
by the old Mnen. On the succeeding morning the men, old and 
youiig, except his father and elder brothers, surround him, 
directing him to close his eyes One of the old men then binds 
the arm of another old man pretty tightly with string, and with a 
sharp piece of flint lances the vein about an inch from the elbow, 
causing an instant stream of blood, which is allowed to play 
over the young man until he is covered with it, and the old 
-lan is exhLausted. Another then takes his place, and so on 
uiLtil the young inan becomes quite stiff from the quantity of 
blood adhering to him.] The reason given for this practice is 
that it infuses courage into the young man, and also shows him 
that the sight of blood is nothing, so that should he receive a 
wound in warfare he may account it as a matter of no moment. 
The next staae in the ceremony is that [the young nman is told 
to lie down on his face, when one or two young men cut from 
three to twelve gashes on the nape of his neck with a sharp 
piece of flint.] These, when healed into raised scars, deinote that 
the person bearing them has passed through the Wilyaru. 
Should vou ask a Dieri whether he is Wilyaru he will point 
with pride to the scars on his neck. Until the scars are healed 
the youth must not turn his face to a female, nor eat in the 
sight of one. 
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TInmediately after the ceremony of Wilyaru a wooden instru- 
meilt is given to the youth. It is called " Yuntha," and is from 
6 to 9 inches long, I inich thiclc, and from 2 to 2- inches wide. 
It has notches at each side.' It has a small hole at one end, to 
which is attached a string about 10 to 12 feet long, made either 
of native flax or human hair. Oni the Yuntha being whirled 
round the head it makes a loud humming sound. 

The Yuntha is never seen by the women, and they do not 
know what causes the sound made by it. The men tell theni 
that it is MuramuLra inspirino, the young man to make the 
noise, and that this shows that he is satisfied with the Wilyaru 
ceremony. It was soine time after Mr. Gason was initiated in the 
l)ieri ceremonies that the Yuntha was shown to him, and he 
was required to promise never to show it to women, or to let 
them know that he possessed one. 

A Yuntha which las been used at the Wilyaru is marked with 
a number of small notches on the side at olie end. If by chance 
a Yuntha is lost, the finder examines it to see whether it be i-r 
any notches; if it has, he carefully secretes it and acquaints the 
elders of his find. If there are no notches he treats it j ust as a 
plain piece of wood, and he may even carry it to the camp and 
nake a joke of it. The Yuntlha is one of the illost important 

secrets of the tribe, and the knowledge of it is kept inviolate 
from the women. The belief is that if the women were to see 
a Yuntha which had been used at the ceremonies and know the 
secret of it, the Dieri tribe would ever afterwards be without 
snakes, lizards, and other such food. 

Mr. Gason tells me that when he was initiated he was required 
to promnise that he would keep all their secrets, and never, even 
by a tracing on the ground, to show the Yuntha to women. 
When the Yuntha is given to the youth he is instructed that he 
must twirl it round his head when he is out huntilng. The 
Dieri think that when the Yuntha is handed to the young Wil- 
yaru he becomes inspired by Murarnura, and that he has the 
power by whirling it when he goes out in search of ganme alnd 
before his wounds are healed, to cause a good harvest of lizards, 
snakes, and other reptiles. 

The young man is never seen by the women from the time 
when he is made Wilyaru until hle returns to the camp, after 
perhaps many months. All the blood which was caused to 
stream over him has worln off, and the gashes are thoroughly 
healed before he shows himself at the camnp. All his near feinale 
relations(2) become very anxious about hirn during the time of his 

I One in my possession, for which I have to thank Mr. Gason, has plain 
edges. 

2 Buyulu-parchana. These are those whom the Dieri regard as being too 
G 2 
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absence, often enquirin, as to his whereabouts. About a week 
after the ceremony, and at night, be approaches the camp, pro- 
viding the night is very dark, and there is no moon, and 
commences twirling the Yuntha, causilng a loud noise. When 
this is heard the meni, excepting the elders, go out and visit him, 
carrying with them food which the womiien have prepared. 
They cheer up and encourage the young Wilyaru. He lio110 
departs agTain, accompanied by a few young men who have 
already been made Wilyaru. They keep him company as he 
cannot come to the caimip, nor may he even be seen by the 
women until his wounds are healed. 

There is a great rejoicing when the Wilyaru finally returns 
to the camp. He is made much of, especially by his " miothers " 
anid his " sisters,"' but he is prohibited from speaking to any of 
the actual operators in the Wilyaru ceremony until he has 
tuiven some kind of present to each. As he hands the present 
to one of the operators he is in rel urn told that he may now 
speak. This custom is carried out strictly. Mr. Gason says 
that he never witnessed a Wilyaru ceremony without receiving 
a present from the youth, and he never could in the case of 
ithose who had been throur-h this, or the previously described 
ceremony, induce one of thein to speak until after the present 
;had been given to him. 

[After enduring the ordeal of the Wilyaru, the next ceremony 
he has to go through is that of the Minidari, which is held about 
once in two years by the Dieri or by the nieighbouring tribes. 
When there are sufficieilt young men in the tribes who have not 
passed this ceremony, alnd each tribe being on friendly terms 
with the other, a council is held to determine time and place. 
This being appointed, women are sent to the neighbouring tribes 
to iilvite them to the ceremoniy, the preparations for which, 
ibuildiing huts, collecting food, and the arrangements generally 
occupying from six to seven weeks. Every7 day witnesses fi esh 
arrivals of meen, womenl, and children, and as soon as the first 
members of the arriving party come in sight the Mindari sono' 
is sung to show the strangers that they are hailed as friends. 
At length, all having arrived, they wait for the full of the moon 
so as to have plenty of light durinig the ceremony, which con- 
mence,s at suniset. Meantime at every sunrise and at intervals 
all the men in the camp join in the Mindari song. 

On the evening, of the ceremony the young men are dressed 
carefully, the hair of the head beinig tied with string so as to 
stand straight up, and the tails of rats (Thilpa) are fastened on 

nearly related to marry. The term " blood relations," which iny correspondents 
will persist in using, is misleading; "prohibited relations " would be better. 

1 See ? 4 on ".Relationships." 
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the top. Feathers of the owl and the emu are fastened to the fore- 
head and ears, and a large Yinka or girdle m1ade of human hair 
is wound round the waist. The face is painted red and black. 

All the men, women, and children now beg,in to shout with 
the full force of their lungs for about tell minutes. They then 
separate, the women going a little way from the camip to dalce, 
while the men proceed to a distance of about 300 yards, the site 
selected being a plain, generally of hard ground, which is neatly 
swept. A little boy of about four years of age opens the cere- 
mony, being tricked out all over with down of the swan an(t 
wild duck, bearing a bunch of emu feathers on his head and 
having his face painted red and white. He dances iilto the ring, 
the young men following him, and they followed by the old men. 
The dance is kept up for about ten miniutes, when the boy stops 
the dance by running off the dancing ground. 

All the young men then go through many extraordinary 
evolutions, and this is continued until sunrise, when, all being 
tired, the ceremony is closed and they retire to sleep during the 
day. 

The reason for holding, this ceremony is to enable all the 
tribes to meet and to amicably settle any dispute that may have 
arisen since the last Mindari.] 

Connected with the initiation ceremonies but evidently not 
essential as regards all the initiated, is a most re markable 
operation to which some are subjected, and which is called by 
the Dieri Kfalpi.' This is a convenient word for this rite, and I 
shall therefore use it both for the proceeding itself, and also for 
the person who has been affected by it. I have before said that 
a line drawn from the Murray mouth to the Gulf of Carpentaria 
roughly separates the area where circnmcision is practised fron 
that where it is not known. The same line will serve to show 
also the boundaries of the Kulpi practice. I have several 
accounts from correspondents in the Western half of the Austra- 
lian Continent giving mne a detailed account of this matter, but 
from no one have I received a more complete account than from 
Mr. Gason, which is as follows:- 

At the secret council at which the circumcision cerenmony is, 
determined upon, the headman and the heads of totems fix 
upon certain youths to become Kulpi, while deciding that other 
youths shall not be Kulpi. Certain men are nominated to see 
the decision carried out, and they are responsible to the head- 
man for the proper incision being made, clean, straight, and 
without any ulnnecessary violence. 

No warning or notice is given to the young man. He goes 
1 Mr. E. M. Curr in his work, "The Australian Race," calls this "the 

terrible rite." 
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out on some day hunting with others, who at a certain signal being 
given by one of the party, suddenly pirnion him fromri behind, 
and throw him down. Th.e young man nlaturally struggles most 
violently, thinking they are about to murder him, and calls out 
for his father and mother in a niost piteous tone,' until his moutl 
is covered over with someone's hands. Other men who have 
been lying concealed now rush up and tell hirn not to be 
frightened, for that they are olnly goiing to make a Kulpi of him. 

If, however, in spite of this he continues to struggle, they 
beat him severelv on the head to quieten him. As a rule he 
submits, finding himself in their power and moreover that his 
life is not in danger. The old men and the bystanders encourage 
hiin by saying that he must not mind the pain, for that it is 
nothing to what he has suffered through circurncision. During 
the operation, which lasts about twenty minutes, the old men 
continually cheer him up to keep him steady, but many youths 
faint after the operation is over. 

Mr. Gason mentions one case where a young man struggled 
imiost violently during the operation. Large drops of sweat 
broke out on his forehead, and tears flowed from his eves; yet 
he did not utter a sound or a murmur until it was over, when 
he uttered a deep groan and several deep sighs, and gradually 
fell back into the arms of the men who were holdinlg him. The 
wound was stanched with sand. Mr. Gason lost sight of this 
young man for about four months. When he again saw him he 
looked healthy, active, and smart, and the wound was quite 
healed up. He presented him with a carved boomnerailg and a 
few trinkets, making signs to Mr. Gason to accept them. He, 
knowing the custom in such cases, took them, and it was only 
then that the youth ceased to be apu-apu, or dumb, and spoke 
to him. For the Kulpi, as is the case with the Kuraweli wonkana, 
or the Wilyaru, may not speak until he has given presents to 
those present at the time. It may be inany months before a 
youing man is able to meet with all those to whom he is bound 
to present something, as being either operators or witnesses. It 
is thought that the presence of a distinguished man, such as a 
warrior, a head of a totem, &c., at the operation tends to give 
strength to the young man while undergoing it. 

It is only when a young man has been made Kulpi that he is 
considered to be a "thorough man," and in this sense that 
Kulpi is the highest stage of the initiation ceremonies. 

A Kulpi has the privilege, and he alone, of appearing before 

1 The custom of crying out for their father or mother when in pain, or suffer- 
ing of any kind, is universal with the Dieri. Mr. Gason says that it arises from 
a ifeeling of respect and honotur for their parents, which is a marked and 
admirable trait of these people. 
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the women in a perfectly nude state. It is to the Kulpis that 
importanlt matters bearing on the welfare of the tribe are 
entrusted, and they always take precedence of the other men 
who are not Kulpi. They hold in fact the most iinportant 
positions, and powerfuLlly influence the government of the 
tribe. 

The headman, Jalina Piramurana, in complimenting a Kulpi on 
the satisfactory manner in which he had accomplished some 
mission or matter which had been entrusted to him]], was accus- 
tonied also to refer to his being a Kulpi. 

All men sent on special missions to other tribes are Kulpi. 
It would never be even thought of to send a iron-Kulpi ill 
charge, as lie would not carry much weight or have such 
influence as a Kulpi. 

Men often express regret that they were not Kulpi, feeling 
some jealousy of the superior position of those who are so distin- 
guished, for the Kulpis also take precedence at the grand 
corroborees, where they are the principal leading dancers and also 
as " masters of the cereinonies " generally. 

The Dieri say, according to Mr. Gason, that the object of the 
Kulpi operation is " cleanliness," and that without it no onle can 
be a " thorough mani."1 

On the young women coming to maturity there is a sort of 
ceremony called Wilpadrina. At it the elder men have a right 
to their young women, and exercise it, the other women being 
cognizant of it, and beinig present. 

? 9. Doctors and Wizards. 

The Kiinki, or as lie is generally called by the whites, the 
"Doctor," is supposed to have direct communication with two 
spirits, Kuichi and Miura Miura. He interprets dreams and 
reveals to the relatives of the dead the person by whom the 
deceased has been killed. If a Dieri has a dream and fancies 
he has seen a departed frieiid during the night, he reports the 
circumstance to the Kunki, probably not omitting to embellish 
the accounit. The Kunki perhaps declares that it is a revelation 
and not a mere dream, and announces it in the camp in an 
excited speech. For the Dieri distinguish between what they 
consider a vision an-d that which is a mere dream. The latter 
is called Apitcha, and is thought only to be a fanicy of the head. 

1 There are many circumstances connected with the Kulpi practice which, 
although unfit for publication, ought to be placed on record in some way. I 
bave sent some in manuseript to Dr. E. B. Tylor. The Rev. L. Fison informs 
me that the Kulpi is performed by certain Fijian tribes as a surgical operation 
in cases of wasting sicl-nebs. 
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The visions are attributed to Kuchi, a powerful malignant 
spirit who gives to the Kunki his power to produce disease and 
leath, or to heal that which some other Kunki has caused. If 
the Kunki declares that the sleeper had a real vision of his 
dead friend, he may order food to be placed for the dead, or a 
fire to be made so that his spirit may come and warm itself. 
But it depends much upon the mnanner in which the interpreta- 
tion is received by the elders whether the Kunki follows it up. 
The Kunki also professes to cure disease. Jalina Piramurana 
was a noted Kunki, as was his father before hiry, but he would 
not exercise his power excepting on behalf of persons of 
note. 

On one occasion Mr. Gason caught cold attended by fever. 
Jalina, hearing that he was ill, sent down to ask permission from 
the other troopers to "drive Kuchi out of the police camp," 
before he came to examine Mr. Gason as his patient. 

When one of the Dieri dies, whether man, wornan, or child, 
there is always a kind of inquest on the body, as no onie is 
believed to die from natural causes. 

The corpse having been tied together and being enveloped in 
a skin rug [is carried to the grave on the heads of three or four 
men, and on arrival is placed on its back on the ground for a 
few minutes. Then some men kneel down near the grave while 
others place the corpse on their heads. One of the old men, 
usually the nearest relative, now takes two light rods called 
"Kuinya," each about three feet long, and holds one in each 
hand, standing while doing this about two yards from the corpse. 
Then beating the rods together he questions the deceased as to 
who was the cause of his death, and asks the name of the person 
who killed hini, for they attribute death to some spell or charin 
exercised by an eniemy. The men sitting round act as inter- 
preters for the defunct, and according as opinion prevails the 
name of a man of some other tribe is given. When the old man 
ceases to beat the rods together the men and womnen round 
commence crying and the body is removed from the heads of its 
bearers and is lowered into the grave, in which there is a man 
not related to the deceased, who proceeds to cut off all the fat 
adhering to the muscles of the face, thighs, arms, and stomach, 
and passes it round to be swallowed by some of the near 
relations in order that "they inay not be continually crying 
about the dead,"] and thus become a nuisance to those in the 
camp. All those who have eaten of the corpse have a black 
ring of charcoal powder and fat drawn round the mouth. The 
legend runs that this was ordered to be done by Mura Mura, and 
further that this mark should be maintained for two or three 
days after the death in order that any strangers arriving might 
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be made aware by this sign of the death, and thus avoid a 
clhance of hurtilng the feelings of the survivors. This black 
mark is called " muiia mturu-muriu," or " black mouth." 

[The order in which the relatives partake of their dead relatives 
is this. The mother eats of her children, and the clhildren of 
their mother.] A rnan eats of his sister's husband and of his 
brother's wife. Mother's brothers, mother's sisters, sister's 
children, mother's parents, or daughter's children are also eaten 
by those to whom the deceased stands in such relation. [But 
the fatlher does not eat of his children nor do the children eat 
of their sire.] 

Wheni all is completed the grave is filled in and a large stack 
of wood is placed over it. Invariably after a death the Dieri 
shift their camp and never after speak of or refer to the defunct. 

It is thought that when a person dies the spirit ascends Puri- 
wilpana, or the sky. It can also roam the earth but cannot 
become visible, except in visions. Food is placed at the grave 
for many days, if the dead person was one of influence, and if in 
the winter mionths a fire is lighted in order that the ghost rmiay 
warm itself. The groun(d round the grave is carefully swept, and 
Mr. Gason has often heard the Dieri declare that they had seen 
the tracks of the deceased, although they could not see the spirit 
itself. Should the food not be touched it is thought that the 
spirit was not hungry. 

They also think that the ghosts can take up their abode in 
ancient trees and therefore speak with reverence of these trees, 
and are careful that they shall not be cut downi or burned. 

The Dieri never wish to die, and consider that they are punished 
ly Mura Mura durilg life for any offence. 

No trinkets, weapons, or decorations are buried with the corpse, 
which is merely rolled up in any old wrapper which might haye 
been around it when death occurred.1 For months after a death 
the near relatives are smeared over with white clay. They are 
forbidden to speak a word, and if they want anything they ask 
for it by signs, and if spoken to they replv in the same mnanner. 
The women mourn and are speechless much longer than the men. 
Great sympathy is felt for those who are in mourning, and their 
friends seeing, them thus will often burst out into genuine tears 
of grief for them. 

[As no one is supposed to die from any cause other than the 
machinations of some one in his own or a neighbouring tribe, so 

1 I was miich struck with the almost complete absence of anything like 
coverings, as for instance skin rugs, among these tribes. The Dieri obtained the 
skins of wallaby and kangaroo from the hi]l tribes south of them; but the 
Yantruwunta and Yerawaka had none. I once saw a pelican skin used as a 
covering by a very old woman, and this was quite exceptiGinal. 
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men, women, and children are in constant terror of having 
offended some one who may therefore bear ernmity to them.1 

One of the most commoil spells which it is supposed can be 
used is that known as "Mukueli diikana," from Mtuku =bone, 
and dukana=to strike. Therefore, so soon as a person becomes 
ill, there is a conisultation to find out who has " given him the 
bone." If the sick inan does not get better, his wife, or if he has 
not got one, the wife of his nearest relative, accompanied by her 
pirauru, is ordered to go to the person suspected. This she does, 
and makes the person a few presents without saying more than 
that her husband (or so and so) has fallen ill and is not expected 
to recover. The man knowing by this that he is suspected, 
usually tells the woman that she can return to her relative, as 
he will withdraw all power from the bone by steeping it in water. 
If the sick mian dies, and especially if he happens to be a person 
of importance, the suspected man is certain to be killed.] 

This bone is the small one of the human leg. When the tribe 
desires to kill some one at a distance, Mr. Gason has known the 
principal men join in pointing these bones wrapped in emu 
feathers and fat in the (lirection of the intended victim, and at 
the samie time naming the death they wish him to die. 

All present are boiund to secrecy, and tlle incantation lasts 
about an hour. Should they learin after a time that the man 
continues alive and well they explaiin it by sayinig that some one 
of his tribe stopped the power of the bone. 

The practice of " Raiin-makinlg " is in Australian tribes usually 
in the hands of some of the wizards. I have elsewhere given 
particulars as to other tribes.2 With the Dieri the procedure is 
somewhat different, and is taken part in by the whole tribe or 
by some part of the tribe uinder the guidance and direction of 
some of the Kunkis or wizards. Mr. Gason has given the follow- 
ing account of the rain-making ceremony: 

The sky is supposed by the Dieii to be a vast plain inhabited 
by wild savage tribes between whom anid the people of the earth 
there is no connection. Some of the departed inlhabitants of 
this earth are supposed to live up there in hideous forms such 
as snakes with feet. The Kunikis sometimes relate their mid- 
night wanderings (night-nare) in the sky in the forms of crows, 
snakes, and other wild fancies. But they do not profess to see 
these inhabitalits of the sky otherwise, or to hold aliy communi- 
cation with them. 

The sky is called Puri Wilpanina, or the Vast Hole. The 

I I think Mr. Gason's statement must be so far modified as to exclude death 
at the hands of the Pinlya. 

2 "On Australian Medicine Men," &c., "Journ. Anthrop. Inst.," August, 
1886, vol. xvi, p. 23. 
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Milky Way is called Kai-iri, or the Creek, Orion's Belt is the 
Miinkarawa, or the woman, and clusters of small stars are called 
Munkara Walkawura, or the young womiien. 

The clouds are supposed to be bodies in which rain is made 
either by the ceremonies of the Dieri or of the neighbouring 
tribes, through the influence of Mura Mura. The clouds are 
called Thiulara-paulka, or the body or substance of rain. 

In times of severe drought I lhave witnessed them callinig upon 
Mura Mura to give theni power to make a heavy rainfall, cryinig 
out in loud voices the impoverished state of their country and 
the half-starved condition of the tribe in consequence of the 
difficulty in procuring food in sufficient quantity to sustain 
life. 

During such drought, to which the Dieri country is much 
subject, the rain-making ceremonies are considered of great con- 
sequence, and I have witnessed them many times. 

When it has been determined by the Great Counicil that such 
a ceremoniy is to be held [women, accompanied by tlleir Piraurus, 
are sent off to the various sub-divisiolns of the tribe to summon 
the people to attend at some appointed place. When the tribe 
is gathered together they dig a hole about two feet deep, twelve 
long, and from eight to ten feet wide. Over this they build a 
hut of logs, filled in with slighter logs, the building being conical 
in form and covered with boughs. This hut is only sufficiently 
large to contairn the old men, the younger ones sitting at the 
entrance or outside. This being conipleted, the women are called 
together to look at the htut, which they approach from the rear, 
then dividing, some one way and some the other, they go round 
until they reach the enitrance, each one looking inside but with- 
out spealking. They then return to their camp distant about 500 
yards. 

Two Kunkis, who are supposed to have received a special 
inspiration from Mura Mura, are seleeted to have their arms 
lanced. These are tightly bound near the shoulders to prevent 
too profuse an effusion of blood. This being done all the men 
huddle together in the hut, alnd the principal Kunki in the tribe 
takes a sharp fiuit and bleeds the two men inside the arm below 
the elbow. The blood is miade to flow on the men sitting round, 
during which the two men throw handfuls of down into the air, 
some becomiiing attached to the blood on the men and some 
floating in the air. The blood is supposed to symbolise the rain, 
and the down the clouds. During these proceedings two large 
stones are placed in the centre of the hut. They represent 
gathering clouds, presaging rain. At this period the women 
are again called to visit the hut and its inmates, and having seen 
them again retire. 
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The main part of the ceremony being now concluded the men 
who were bled carry the two stones away some ten to fifteeni 
mililes and place them as high as they can in the largest tree 
about. In the meantime the other men gather gypsum, pound 
it fiue, and throw it into a water hole. Mura Mura is supposed 
to see this and thereupon cause clouds to appear in the sky. 
Should these not appear so soon as expected, it is accounted for 
by saying that Mura Mura is ang,ry with them, and should there 
be lno rain for weeks or months after the ceremony it is supposed 
that some other tribe has stopped their power.] 

After the ceremony the hut is thrown down by the men, old 
anid young, butting against it with their heads. The heavier loos 
which withstand this, are pulled down by all dragging them 
simultaneously at the bottoni, thus causing themn to fall. [The 
piercing of the hut with their head symbolises the piercing of 
the clouds, and the fall of the hut the fall of the rain.] 

In the rare seasons which are too wet, the Dieri also have 
recourse to supplications to Mura Mura to restrain the rain, anld 
Mr. Gason has seen the old men in a complete state of frenzy, 
believing that their cerenmonies had caused Mura Mura to send 
too much of it. 

The foreskin, which is carefully kept from the Kuraweli 
ceremnoniy, is also supposed to have a great power of producing 
rain. The Great Council is always possessed of several of them 
for use when required. They are kept carefully concealed, 
wrapped up in feathers with the fat of the wild dog and of the 
carpet snake. Mr. Gason has seen stuch a parcel carefully 
unwrapped. The men watched with cat-like vigilance that no 
woman should be near, and irnplored him nlot to divulge the 
secret contents of the parcel to thenm; all the time klnowing that 
no women were nearer than half a nile. 

After this ceremony the fore6kin is buried, its virtue being 
exhausted. If nio rain follows, the explanation of course is that 
some neighbouring tribe lhas influenced Mura Muira inot to grant 
it to themn. 

During times of partial drought the Dieri do not feel anxiety 
if they possess one of these foreskins, believing that with its aid 
they can cause rain to come before long. No matter how Mr. 
Gason scoffed at this belief they were quite immovable in it, 
believing that the foreskin has an affinity to the clouds and 
rain. 

After rains have fallen there are always some wlho undergo 
the operation called Chinbari, which is cutting the skin of the 
chest and arms with a sharp piece of flint. The wound, which 
is through the skin, is then tapped with a flat stick to increase 
the flow of blood, and red ochre is rubbed in. By this raised 
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scars are produced. The operation is not very painful, to judge 
by the patient joking and laughino all the time. The reasoi 
given for this practice is that they are pleased with the rain, 
and that there is a connectioin betweeni the rain and the scars. 
Mr. Gason tells me that he has seen little children crowd round 
the operator, patiently taking their turn and after they have 
been operated oin, run away extending their little chests and 
singing, for the rain to beat on them. However, on the followiing 
day they were not so well pleased wheni their wounids were stiff 
anid sore. 

? 10. Gesture Language. 

The use of signs instead of speech is common anancng the 
Australian blacks, but the signs in most cases are not used to 
an extent sufficient to justify the expression Gesture Language, 
as applied to them. There are, however, certain tribes wxho 
have a complete systemn of these signs, and who use themi 
habitually to a considerable extent. The Dieri customs, as I 
have shown in this memoir, made the use of gesture in lieu of 
words sometimes in(lispensably necessary; irLoieover, on mainy 
occasions where it is not thus necessary, it is, nevertheless, 
extremely cornvenient. 

In those tribes as to which I have personal knowledg,e, I 
have found great difference in the number and variety of 
gestures used, anid as a recognized means of conmmunicating, ideas 
between otie individual and another. It must be premised, 
however, that there are certain gestures which appear to be 
almost inistinctively used by all people, whether savage or 
civilized; for instance, the beckoninig with the hand towards 
olneself as meaning "Come here," or the wavillo of the hand 
from oneself as meaning " Go away," and so on. Subch signs or 
gestures as these will, I expect, be met with ill all tribes, but 
those to which I refer as being in greater or less use, are what 
I may perhaps not improperly term " conventional signs;" 
gestures which have been adopted in lieu of speech, and which 
have become generally accepted in the tribe or ill adjoining tribes 
as having a definite meaning, which would not be apparelnt 
without explanation to a person seeing them for the first timle. 

The variation in the frequency of use or number of signs 
can be best showii by three examples. The Kurnai have very 
few word-signs of any kinld, and no gesture languiage in the 
sense in which I have above defined it. Among the few signs 
used by them were these:- 

Owing to the disinclination which they feel in common with 
other Australian savages to narne the dead, it was customary 
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for a messenger conveyinog news of the decease of a person to 
do so somewhat in the followinig manner: 

Arriving at the place, and meeting the person or persons to 
whom he was sent, and being, moreover painted with pipe-clay 
as an external indication of his errand, he might say thus: 
"The father (brother, &c., as the case might require) of that 
one (pointing out somie individual present) is -," here he 
would point with the forefinger either to the ground or to the 
sky. 

This gesture downwards or upwards with the finger was the 
convenitional gesture meaning " dead." 

The Woiworung tribe, according to the information given to 
me by the sole survivor, Berak, whose songs have been already 
brought before the notice of the Institute in a previous commu- 
nication,' made much use of gestures, and from the examples 
which he has given me, anid which will find their place in a 
future memoir, they would even bear some comparison with 
those of the copious gesture language of the Dieri. 

Between these two exaniples would be placed the mountain 
tribes of Maneroo, in which, so far as I can learn, gesture 
langtuace was used to a greater extenit than by the Kurnai, but 
to a less extent than by the Woiworung. 

The first time that I saw some of the Cooper's Creek blacks, 
I was struck by the use of aestures by thern, and especially the 
raising, of the hand high above the head, and the waving of the 
hand from the person; this I took at the time to be either a 
defiance or a command to depart, but in reality they were the 
signs for peace and for enquiry as to our own movements. 
Afterwards, when I became better acquiainted with these tribes, 
I camne to see that these gestures were part only of a complete 
svstem of hand signs by which a person might be interrogated, 
informed, welcomned, or warned. 

Some of the signs which I am now about to describe, I have 
seen and have myself used. For others I have to thank the 
communications of my corresponidents, Mr. Gason, the Rev. H. 
Vogelsang, and the Rev. C. A. Meyer. 

To hear. PRaise the face upwards slightly and sideways as if 
listening, or point to the ear with the forefinger. 

To see. Look straight forward and nod the head several 
timies. 

Astonishnment. Clasp the hands together several times in 
front of the body, and give the face an expression of surprise 
(V.).2 

' " Songs and Sonig-makers of some Australian Tribes," "Journ. Anthrop. 
Inst.," February, 1887, vol. xvi, p. 327. 

2 The capital letter attached refers to the name of the informant. 
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Above. The head is bent back and the eyes look upward, the 
rig,ht arm being, held higher than the head and above it (V.). 

All gone away. The two hands being placed together hori- 
zontally in front, palms downward, separate themn in a sweep 
outwarcls apart. Then point to the horizon in the direction in 
which they are gone (V.). 

Anger, s2tlky, obstinate, utnwilling. Extend the lips outward 
in a pouting maniner (G.). 

Bad. Avert the face and screw up the mouth and nose as 
in disoust (V.). 

Boomeranq. Use the action of throwing this weapon (V.). 
Before. The hand being held level to the waist, imove it in 

front (V.). 
Behind. The hand being held level to the waist, move it to 

the rear (V.). 
Be quiet. Pass the right hand, open and palm inwards, in 

front of the face and a little distance from it (V.). 
Be qutick. Hold up the right hand somewhat high with the 

arm extended. Move it several times quickly downwards 
diagonally from right to left (V.). 

Brinq here. Extend the hand, palm upwards, fingers slightly 
curved as if to receive something,. Then draw the liand towards 
yourself (V.). 

Bring together, collect, heap up. Extend the arms with the 
palms of the handls towards each other, then draw them towards 
the body several times (G.). 

Camp and sleep. Recline the head on one side upon the 
hand as if sleeping (V.). 

Child. Place both hands behind the back as if carrying a 
weight (V.). 

Comvpanions. Hold up the fore anid miiddle finger of one 
hand, then lightly snap the fingers and thumb (V.). 

Cut. Draw the forefinger of one hand across the other hand 
(V.).' 

Come here. Beckon with the right hand towards yourself (V.). 
Com,e on. Extend the hand anid arm straight out. Then 

bend the arm towards youirself. Repeatilng this action several 
times means " come quickly " (G.). 

Danger-Be careful. The action as of catching a fly with 
the right hand close to the mouth, and squeezing the closed 
hand together there (G.). 

1 There was a man of the Yantruwinta tribe, whom I frequently saw but 
whose name I never knew, excepting by the gesture which distinguished him, 
and which meant " broken arm." It was made by striking the radius of the left 
arm with the open right hand, held vertically. 
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Dog. Turn the forefinger of the right hand round the ear, 
and then point to the ear (G.). 

Down here, this place. Extend the arm, slightly bent, with 
the hand open and vertical. Then make a scoopino motion 
with the hanids inwards (G.). 

Dead-corpse. Bring the two hands together, then inake a 
motion witli themn as if you were concealing sonlethiiig in thei 
(G) 

Doctor- Wizard. Draw the head in between the shoulders, 
draw the forefinger down the nose, cross the arms over the 
breast, and then first stroke down each arm with the other 
lhand, and then pass both hanids over the stomach (V.). 

Driink. See Water. 
Disqust. Screw up the mouth and nose as if you were smelling, 

something unpleasant. 
Ectt. Imitate the act of putting something into the mouth 

and then eating (V.). 
-Enough. Nod the head, and then mnove the hand, palm out- 

wards, from the face. Or, pat the stomach gently several 
times with the open hand, then move it several timnes away 
from the stormach sideways (V.). 

Enqtiry- Who are you ? WZhat is it? Hold the hand in 
front of aind a little lower than the left breast, palm down- 
wards, then move it from that position to one in front of, level 
with and at the distance of the forearm and hand from the 
left breast. During this movemenit the hand is turned from 
being palm downwards to palm upwards (H.). 

Eina. Hold the haiid out. The forefinger and little finger 
extended, and the tlhunmb and other fingers closed (V.). 

4ight. Hold the two hands as high as the head as if grasping 
soinething. Theii strike with them in all directionis (V.). 

I'eather head-dress. Lay hold of the hair of the head with 
one hand, and with the other imitate the action of sticking 
soIllethilng into it (V.). 

Go away. Hold the right hand near the face, palm outwards, 
as if holding something. Then act as if throwing it away (V.). 

Give ime. Hold the arm outward a little bent, the hand palm 
upwards and the fingers slightly curved, as in the act of receiving 
something (V.). 

Hear-I hear you-I -tnderstand. Extend the hand over the 
head as higlh as possible, then stoop and reach as far as you 
can, until the hand nearly reaches the ground. This is done 
quickly (G.). 

Hear-I cannot hear you-I do not understand. Fan with the 
hand rapidly about two inches from the ear. These signs are 
used when persons are out of speaking distance (G.). 
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Halt-stop. The hand, palm downwards, is held a little in 
front, about breast high. The hand is now moved several times 
towards the grouind. Or, embrace the body with the two arms, 
each hand holding the upper part of the other arm, and draw 
yourself together as if feeling cold (V.). 

I or Me. Drawn a line down the face (down the nose), with 
the forefinger. Or, tap the breast lightly with the forefinlger of 
one hand (V.). 

Kill. Short blows are struck with one hand into the other 
hand. Or, clench the fist and strike with it several blows 
downward (V.). 

Large. Clench the fist and strike downwards; for very large, 
strike a longer blow with more force (G.). 

Lowg wvay-far off. Extend the hand quickly, at the same 
time bending the body forward and snap the fingers (G.). 

Look out ! Attention! Danger! Suddenly point in the direc- 
tion of danger to which attention is to be directed (V.). 

Man. Clutch the beard at the chin, and shake it once or 
twice (V.). 

Man (old). Tap lightly several times on the top of the head 
with the hand (V.). 

lMother. Take hold of the breast with one hand and shake it 
several times (V.). 

No! Nothing! Shake the right hand, the palm downwards, 
the fingers loosely dependent and slightly separated. The action 
is that of shaking something from the fingers (V.), or, shake the 
head (V. and S.). 

Peace. Stand erect and hold both hands high up above the 
head, palms outwards; or, hold up the right hand above the 
head, and shake it as in the sign for " nothing " (V.). 

Request for or an offer of a feqnale. The two hands being held 
in front, palms inward and sliohtly curved, close them together, 
the forefinger of the right hand passing between the forefinoer 
and thumb of the left hand, anid the left thlumb between the 
forefinger and thumb of the right lhand. The four fingers of 
the left hand close over the back of the right, and the little, ring, 
and muiddle finger of the right inside the palm of the left (H.).' 

Sniake. The hand and arm extended. The hand is stueadily 
moved from right to left several times (G.). 

Silence-say no more. Stoop, and extend the arms full length 
outwards, the thumbs beino turned inwards. This sigyn is used 
by the old men to the youing men if they are misbehaving theini- 
selves, and it signifies " strangling " (G.). 

1 According to the Rev. H. Kempe, this sign is used just as I have given it 
above, and with the saFme meaninig, by the Aldolinga tribe at thle F.iske River, 
South Australia, far to the north-westward of the Ijieri. 

VOL. XX. H 
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Spear. An action as of holding a spear in the right hand 
and piercing something with it (V.). 

Shield. The left hand is held clutched in front of the face 
and a little distance from it (V.). 

Sword (wooden).' The action of holding this weapon with 
both hands and striking with it (V.). 

Stiing (man's belt). Imitate the action of winding something 
round the waist; or, for string only, imitate the action of 
twisting fibres with the hand on the thigh (V.). 

BSurprise. Draw the lips together (G.). 
Thirsty. Make the sign for water, and then make the sign 

for give (V.). 
Tomahawk. An action as of chopping with the right hand 

(V.). 
What ?- What do you say? Throw the hand up higher than 

the head and then gradually let the palm fall back, palm up- 
wards (G.). 

Water (fresh). With the right hand held in the form of a 
scoop, the palm beinig towards the body, imitate several times 
the action of passing water into the mouth (V.). 

Water (salt). Point with one finger to the mouth, touch the 
tongue with it, and then spit several times (V.). 

Woman. With the forefinger of each hand describe a circle 
round the breasts (G.). 

Woman (old). With the forefinger point to the breast. Then 
describe a circle several times with it (V.). 

Water bowl. Hold the left hand, palm upwards, partly closed 
to resemble a bowl. With the other hand also closed bowl- 
shape, make a motioni as if scooping something out of the other 
hand (V.). 

Yes. Make a movement with the hand as of catching a fly 
about a foot distant from the mouth (G.), or nod the head (V.). 

? 11. Sunmmary and Conclusions. 

The preceding sections render it now possible to sum- 
marise some of the conclusions at which I have arrived as to 
the Dieri tribe, always bearing in mind that it is the type of 
others in the saiime part of the Australian Continent, and with 
sli,gbt variation of custom also represents communities at a 
further distance. The facts now recorded as to these tribes 
show that aboriginal society as it exists in Australia is orga- 
iiized in a comparatively complete manner, and is not, as some 

I This weapon (Marawiri) is some four to five feet in length, boomerang- 
shaped, of heavy wood, and is used with both hands at close quarters. 
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have supposed, but little more than the fortuitous aggregation 
of a number of human beings in a low stage. Their society is 
organized in a manner that is in full accord with their wants. 
It is based upon the relations of the sexes regulated according 
to their conception of morality. Their ideas of morality and 
our ideas of morality are not the same, but the moral seinti- 
ment is as strong in its way with them as with us. 

The fundamental principle upon which their social structure 
has been formed is a prohibition against marriage, using that 
term in a wide sense, between those who are according to their 
ideas of near kindred. With them the conception of nearness of 
kin depends upon their view of the line in which descent runs, 
and descent in these tribes is counted through the mother. 
The Pirauru practice is clearly a form of group marriage, in 
which a number of men of one exogamous division cohabit with 
a number of women of the other division. The children of this 
group necessarily also constitute a group in which the members 
are brothers and sisters, and between them marriage is pro- 
hibited. 

Here we find the idea which underlies the prohlbition 
of marriage within the class division. All in it, in any 
given level of the generation, are brothers and sisters. The 
preceding level in the generation is the group-progenitor of the 
fraternal group, and this latter in its turn produces a group of 
children which stands in the filial relation to it. Here we have 
the actual fact as it exists in the Pirauru group, and this 
pictures to us the forrner condition of the class divisions, which 
condition has been fossilized, so to say, in the relationship-terms 
used. 

The classificatory system of relationships, to use the term 
employed by the late Dr. Morgan, has been a great stumbling 
block in the path of many anthropologists, who in following 
their lines of enquiry have been guided by ideas in which they 
have grown up from infancy, as to the nature of the relations 
which exist between individuals. It has probably not suggested 
itself to them that since our system of counting relationships 
arises out of and is fitted to the conditions of our society, it 
might be that savages whose social conditions are so different 
may require some terms to define their relationships quite 
different in their character to those which we have. This error has 
probably arisen from considering a savage as a human being 
who in a rude exterior tlhinks much as does a civilized man. 
Such an idea cannot have a sound foundation. We see its 
results perhaps in the most marked form in the writings of 
Rousseau, but even late writers are not free from it. 

The late Mr. J. F. McLennan, in his work on "Ancient Society," 
H 2 
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has argued backwards froin the fragmentary and often imperfect 
accounts given by travellers to what he conceives must have 
been the origin of social institutions. He has regarded these 
matters not as one of the people would do whose custorms he 
discusses, but as a civilized man seeing through civilized eyes, 
and with a mind nurtured in the ways and thoughts of civiliza- 
tion. 

The works of this author might have been left without further 
remark were it not that in a late edition' of " Studies in Ancient 
History," no regard has been paid by the editor, Mr. McLennan, 
to the great mass of entirely new evidence which has been 
collected from the Australian field by the Rev. Lorimer Fison 
and niyself, with the exception of a few remarks in the Appendix, 
to which I desire to draw attention. The first, which occurs at 
p. 311, runs as follows:- 

" The theories of Mr. Morgan's ingenious disciple, the Rev. L. 
Fison (Kamilaroi and Kurnai), are all more or less founded on 
the fact that terms of relationship are in use among the Aus- 
tralians as terms of address. A correspondent whose means of 
gettiolg knowledge are usually very imperfect, reports in answer 
to a question that certain rather large classes of people or whole 
populations, as the case may be, call each other brothers and 
sisters, or whatever other terms suit their respective ages, and 
Mr. Fison forthwith assumes that throughout these classes 
or populations there is full acknowledgment of blood relation- 
ship." 

I cannot imagine anything more unfair than this statement, 
unless it be the second passage, which will be found at p. 315, 
which runs thus: 

" Mr. L. Fison (Kamilaroi and Kurnai: Melbourne), while not 
accepting the consanguine family on which Mr. Morgan's whole 
systeimi rests, professes himself a believer in punaluan marriage 
and the punaluan family. But Mr. Fison's hypothesis, as stated 
in the work above mentioned, is not quite the same as Mr. 
Morgan's. Mr. Fison's 'intermarrying classes,' by the way, 
have somnetimes been taken for matter of fact; but they are a 
hypothesis only." 

Very little need be said, but it is not possible to pass over in 
silence such statements. The author ignores the mass of 
evidence which has proved that the relationship-terms are real, 
and not, as he desires his readers to believe, mere "terms of 
address," and that the intermarrying classes are indisputable 
matters of fact. It would be pleasant to be able to believe that 

1 " Studies in Ancient History, comprising a reprint of Primitive Marriage," 
bv the late John Ferguson McLennan. A new edition. London, Macmillan 
& Co., 1886. 
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the astounding statements which I have now quoted have 
arisen out of mere want of acquaintance with the evidence by 
Mr. D. McLennan. But I regret to feel that this belief can 
scarcely be held, and that these statements must be regarded 
as the arguments of a partizan who desires to fortify some 
position. If this is the case they may be allowed to fall to the 
ground without further concern. 

I have already showii how the marriage status in these tribes 
is of two kinds. There is first, individual marriage, and second, 
group marriage. The former may be spoken of as Noa inarriage, 
and the latter the Pirauru marriage. In the foriner, the woman 
becomes the wife of a certain man by being promised to him as 
a child by her father, In the ordinary course of everyday life 
his right to her is paramount, but under the -Pirauru practice 
this sole righlt to her is overruled by the right given to certain 
other men by the Council of Elders of the Tribe. Thus although 
on ordinary occasions the individual right of the Noa prevails 
whenever he is present, yet on certain other occasions, especially 
ceremronial ones, the group right becomes paramount. 

One question shows itself at once in regard to these two forms 
of marriage-Which is the earlier one? Has tlhe Pirauru group 
usurped some of the rights of the individual Noa, or is the 
reverse the case. To ask the Dieri this question would 
probably fail in a reply, but some light may be found to illu- 
mine this obscure question by taking a general glance over the 
cuistoms of Australian tribes. I have found after gathering 
data for many years that the various Australian tribes of which 
I have accounts, may be placed in a series arranged according 
to their social organization, and especially with reference to 
their status of marriage, and the relations of the sexes in them. 

The result of such a classification would be that the Dieri 
would stand close to the one end of the series, and such tribes 
as some of the Kamilaroi of New South Wales and the Kurnai of 
Gippsland at the other. The former would be found to have a 
strongly marked form of group marriage existing at all times, 
and modifying the rights of the individual husband. The latter 
would befound to have individual marriage absolutely established, 
with the exclusive right of the husband to his wife unless 
relinquished by his voluntary act. But at the same time there 
would be found rare occurrences of extensive license, in which 
the features of the Pirauru practice can be distinguished.' 

1 In the times when the Kurnai tribe still retained its ancestral customs, the 
occurrence of the Aurora Australis (" Mungan's fire"), caused a temporary 
promiscuity amongst those who might otherwise have stood in marital relation 
to each other, the strongly established individual marriage being for the time 
in abeyance. 
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Between these two extremes would be found tribes in which 
the occasionis of license are more frequent, producing what 
seems to be a temiporary reversion to group marriage, or the 
right of the group to certain women.1 

Such an examination would lead to the conjecture that the 
change in social organization has been in the directioni from 
group marriage to individual marriage and not the reverse; in 
other words, that the Pirauru is the older form and the Noa the 
more modern. Moreover, if an examination is then made of the 
relationship termis, it will be found first, as I have shown in ? 4, 
that they fall into a set of groups indicating certain individuals 
who all have the same relation to some one person. The nature 
of these relations is logically deducible from the fundamental 
law of the divisions of the community into two intermarrying 
exogamous classes, each of which constitutes a group organized 
after the Pirauru arrangement; a group, that is to say, wherein 
there is Pirauru marriage between certain men and women, of 
one level generation, and this group is the group progenitor of 
the next following one, and stands in a filial group relation to 
the preceding one.2 

These group relationship-terms in no wise fit with the status 
of individual marriage, but they do so with that of group 
marriage, as is shown by Pirauru groups, which may be found in 
actual existence in the IDieri and other tribes at the present day. 

Thus then we have two independent lines of enquiry which 
point each to the conclusion that group marriage was the earlier 
marriage status, and that the individual (Noa) marriage has been 
developed later, and has encroached upon the marital rights of 
the group. What the causes may have been which have led to 
this change of status as to marriage it is not easy to say; but it 
is open to strong and probable conjecture that one, and perhaps 
not the least active of all agencies, has been the rise and 
establishment of the right to give away a girl in marriage to 
some particular individual of the group which intermarries with 
the group to which she belongs. This is a very common custom 
in Australian tribes, and must have been a powerful agent in 
producing a feeling of ownership in the husband. The, further 
rise of individual possession would also bring about a sense of 
individual paternity as regards the wife's children which could 
not exist under group marriage, and which, as Mr. Gason shows, 
does not exist under the Pirauru system. 

I Jus primna noctis, e.g., Kuin Murbura tribe, Rockhampton, Queensland. 
2 This view explains why, in many tribes, a person calls one of his father's 

class or totem, who is older than himself, "father," and so on as to other rela- 
tives. These persons may be spoken of as the tribal relations. The Wakelbura 
tribe of Nortbern Queensland is an example, according to Mr. J. C. Muirhead. 
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When a community was gathered together at some one spot 
on ceremonial or festive occasions, group miarriage would have 
full effect. When, however, the comrnunity was scattered over 
the tribal country, the tendenlcy would be for the group to break 
up into lesser groups and even into couples. Here again would 
be a tendency under the impulse of individual liking to the rise 
of individual marriage. 

Thus one is led to the conclusion that the earlier status of 
marriage in Australian tribes was the cohabitation in comimon 
of a nunmber of men of one of the divisions with a number of 
women of the other division, and that there has been a gradual 
and probably a slow development of individual mrarriage. To 
those who regard the customs and the social organization of 
savages as a representation of the condition of the early 
ancestors of civilized peoples, the conclusicns which are thus 
reached by a consideration of the socially lowest-standing 
Australian savages, must be of great significance as pointing to 
a yet earlier condition of society still lower in organization than 
that of the two exogamous divisions of a community, each living 
in a state of what may be called promiscuity as regards the 
"level in a generation."' 

Even in the tribes herein described there are traces of such 
absolute promiscuity as in the occurrences connected with the 
jfs primma noctis of the Kunandaburi and the license permitted 
on some few occasions by the Dieri even beyond their ordinary 
practice. Such occasional occurrence of extreme license on 
certain ceremonial occasions points, it may be thought, to a 
former general practice, and such a practice is indicated by some 
of the relationship terms. 

If these views prove to be well grounded and become accepted 
by anthropologists, the conclusions reached by the authors 
of some standard works must necessarily be abandoned or 
modified. 

One of the earlier works dealing with society in its primitiv-e 
stag,es was that of Bachhofen. In Das Mutterrecht he evidently 
had got on the track of somie truths. He saw dimly and 
as shadows the former existeince of that social state in which 
descent is counted through women, and he built thereupon a 
vast and grotesque fabric of a primitive " gynocracy." 

McLennan in his able work on " Primitive Marriage," reached a 
still higher point of view, and his horizon being proportionately 
enlarged, he came to the conclusion that the earliest form of 
society was one in which, owing to the scarcity of women, a 
number of men were compelled to marry one woman in comiilon. 

I Taking a generation to extend from grandparents to grandchildren. 
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He on this reached the conclusion that society commenced in 
" Polyandry," and it seems that the foundation for this 
hypothesis is in statements of travellers as to the existing 
customs of the Thibetans and Nairs. 

Sir Henry Maine, in a series of remarkable works, threw a 
flood of light upon the condition of society in the Aryan races 
at the dawn of history, and connecting with this the historic 
evidence of the Semitic race, he reached the conclusion that 
society originated in " Patriarchy," wherein the family was 
grouped round and under the authority of the oldest male 
descendant, who claimed the rig,ht to appropriate to himself a 
number of women, thus producing " Polygamy." 

It is evident that all these writers held a certain measure of 
truth, and from their individual standpoints the horizon appeared 
such as each described it. But their horizons were not all the 
same, and beyond them still extends the great unknown and 
silent part of man's social history. It seems to me that it is to 
the study of the beliefs and institutions and the myths of 
savages that he must now look for side-liahts by means of which 
he may be able with more or less certainty to discern the 
features of the tracts lyiing beyond the ken of history. 

This memoir proves conclusively that in Australia at the 
present day group marriage does exist in a well marked form, 
which is evideiltly only the modified survival of a still more 
complete social communism. 

The study of the tribal and social organization of the Australian 
savages and their beliefs and customs promises to yield the most 
valuable results, and I mnay venture to claim that the results of 
the studies which have been made upon these subjects by the 
Rev. L. Fison and myself have not been barreil of results. 

Ex,planation of Plate I. 

Sketch-map of part of Central Australia, showing approxi- 
mately the geographical distribution of the Dieri and 
kindred tribes referred to in the preceding Paper. 
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